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RACIAL REIFICATION AND GLOBAL 
WARMING: A TRULY INCONVENIENT 
TRUTH 
Bekah Mandell* 
Abstract: Scientists have warned of the dangers of climate change for 
decades, yet no meaningful steps have been taken to address its underly-
ing causes; instead, ineffective strategies to reduce CO2 emissions incre-
mentally have become popular because they do not disturb the racial hi-
erarchy that sustains the social, economic, and legal structure of the 
United States. The segregated land use patterns and transportation sys-
tems that dominate the U.S. landscape have reified race through the per-
petuation of a distinct white over black racial hierarchy; those same land 
use patterns and transportation systems have contributed significantly to 
global warming by causing a dangerous spike in CO2 emissions. To ad-
dress the root causes of climate change thus requires a dismantling of the 
land use and transportation patterns that protect racial hierarchy and 
preserve white privilege in the United States. As a result, a consensus of 
inaction has developed to prevent meaningful reductions in emissions. 
Introduction: The Global Climate Crisis 
 We are facing a global climate crisis. The release of the 2007 U.N. 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Report eliminates any 
legitimate doubt that human activities have caused carbon dioxide 
(CO2) to accumulate in the earth’s atmosphere, dangerously increasing 
the earth’s average temperature.1 Already, increasing atmospheric tem-
peratures are having disastrous effects on the earth’s climate.2 Tradi-
tional ways of life for indigenous peoples of Alaska face extinction as 
                                                                                                                      
* A.B., Vassar College; J.D., Boston College Law School; Director of the Champlain 
Valley Office of Economic Opportunity Fair Housing Project; Father Robert Drinan Family 
Fund Public Interest Fellow. Special thanks to Professor Anthony Farley, who encouraged 
me to publish this article, and to my mom. 
1 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007: Summary for Policymakers, in Cli-
mate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis 2, 6 & fig.SPM.3 (2007) [hereinafter 
IPCC Summary]. 
2 See id. at 5–9. 
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polar ice caps and permafrost continue to melt, unfreezing seas and 
unleashing storm surges that engulf villages and endanger lives.3 
 The rapid changes in northern coastal regions foreshadow the 
danger more southern latitudes are just beginning to encounter.4 The 
climate crisis also promises to bring more severe weather events to 
more heavily populated regions of the world, causing famine and dis-
ease in warmer areas.5 The concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere 
derived from anthropogenic sources has already brought more severe 
weather to much of the earth’s most populated areas, illustrated most 
famously by the Hurricane Katrina disaster.6 
 However, despite decades of irrefutable evidence about the credi-
bility of the global climate crisis and its anthropogenic causes, climate 
change is not a priority for most Americans 7. The American public suc-
cessfully has ignored the increasing visibility of the effects of climate 
change for years, developing an attitude of willful ignorance despite the 
immediacy of the problem.8 A Gallup poll conducted in 2004 found 
that the percentage of Americans who worried a “great deal” or a “fair 
amount” about the “greenhouse effect” or “global warming” had de-
creased from the previous year, with only fifty-one percent of respon-
dents noting that they were concerned about the climate crisis.9 The 
other half of those surveyed reported that they worried “only a little” or 
“not at all” about global warming or the greenhouse effect.10 This pub-
lic attitude towards global warming legitimates inaction from the gov-
                                                                                                                      
3 See id.; Elizabeth Kolbert, Field Notes from a Catastrophe: Man, Nature, and 
Climate Change 7–8 (2006); Andrew Shepherd et al., Larsen Ice Shelf Has Progressively 
Thinned, 302 Sci. 856, 856 (2003). 
4 IPCC Summary, supra note 1, at 9–12. 
5 Id. at 7; see Kolbert, supra note 3, at 123; James Howard Kunstler, The Long 
Emergency 9 (2005). 
6 See Kolbert, supra note 3, at 185. Global warming promises to increase the severity 
of hurricanes and other weather events according to scientists, including James Elsner of 
Florida State University whose study of air and sea temperatures supported a link between 
global climate change and increased hurricane severity. See Establishing a Connection Between 
Global Warming and Hurricane Intensity, Sci. Daily, Aug. 15, 2006, http://www.sciencedaily. 
com/releases/2006/08/060815160934.htm. 
7 See Bill McKibben, The End of Nature 5 (1989) (calling attention to the threat of 
global warming in the late 1980s); Fred Pearce, Climate Evidence Finds Us Guilty As Charged, 
New Scientist, June 11, 2005, at 17; see also Stephanie B. Ohshita, The Scientific and Inter-
national Context for Climate Change Initiatives, 42 U.S.F. L. Rev. 1, 3 (2007) (noting that as far 
back as the 1890s, scientists warned of the global warming consequences of burning fossils 
fuels). 
8 See James Gustave Speth, The Single Greatest Threat: The United States and Global Climate 
Disruption, Harv. Int’l Rev., Summer 2005, at 18, 19. 
9 Id. 
10 Id. 
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ernment and the private sector, as businesses and even national envi-
ronmental non-profits have generally failed to make it an issue.11 
 Facing an apathetic American public, the federal government of 
the United States has steadfastly rejected the science, declining to ratify 
the Kyoto Protocol12 or take any other meaningful action on the sub-
ject of climate change, despite U.S. production of more greenhouse 
gases than any other nation.13 The current administration has gone to 
great lengths to deny the tremendous scope of the problem.14 Echoing 
the rhetoric of previous administrations, the official response from the 
Bush administration to calls for action on climate change is that deci-
sive action to curb global warming would harm the very foundation of 
the U.S. economy.15 
                                                                                                                      
11 Id. at 20 (“[N]on-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the media . . . have not 
afforded the climate issue the urgent priority that it deserves.”). Even when corporations 
do make global warming an issue, their attention is focused on their bottom line, rather 
than the percentage of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. See, e.g., Darcy Frey, How Green 
is BP?, N.Y. Times, Dec. 8, 2002, § 6 (Magazine), at E98. BP’s campaign to promote ethanol 
is a particularly good example. See id. 
12 Speth, supra note 8, at 19–20. Ratification by the United States of the Kyoto Protocol 
“would have created substantial disincentives for urban sprawl in the US.” George A. Gon-
zalez, Urban Sprawl, Global Warming and the Limits of Ecological Modernisation, 14 Envtl. Pol. 
344, 352 (2005). A statement by President George W. Bush in June of 2001 represents the 
administration’s long-standing position on climate change. See Press Release, Office of the 
Press Sec’y of the White House, President Bush Discusses Global Climate Change ( June 11, 
2001), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/06/20010611-2.html. 
Explaining his refusal to sign the Kyoto Protocol, the President said, “for America, complying 
with those mandates would have a negative economic impact, with layoffs of workers and 
price increases for consumers. And when you evaluate all these flaws, most reasonable people 
will understand that it’s not sound public policy.” Id. In a later statement, President Bush was 
more specific about the negative economic consequences of following the Kyoto Protocol, 
warning that it “would ultimately result in the loss of $400 billion to the U.S. economy and a 
loss of 4.9 million jobs.” See Kelly Wallace, Bush to Unveil Alternative Global Warming Plan, CNN, 
Feb. 14, 2002, http://archives.cnn.com/2002/ALLPOLITICS/02/13/bush.global.warming/ 
index.html. The Bush administration was not the only U.S. presidential administration to 
refuse to support the Kyoto Protocol. See Kolbert, supra note 3, at 156–57. The Clinton ad-
ministration “supported the Kyoto Protocol in theory, but not really in practice,” and de-
clined to push for its ratification in the Senate after it was signed by the U.N. ambassador. Id. 
Indeed, President Clinton’s rhetoric on the Kyoto Protocol sounds remarkably similar to 
President Bush’s. See George Monbiot, Heat: How to Stop the Planet from Burning, at 
v (2007). 
13 Climate Change: The Big Emitters, BBC News, July 4, 2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/ 
hi/science/nature/3143798.stm; see Speth, supra note 8, at 19. 
14 See Robert S. Devine, Bush Versus the Environment 175–79 (2004). The Bush 
administration has edited out references to global warming and the climate crisis from its 
Reports on the Environment over the protests of its own Environmental Protection Agency 
staffers. See id. 
15 See Wallace, supra note 12. Ari Fleischer, former White House Press Secretary for the 
Bush administration, has been quoted as saying, “The president is very concerned about 
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 The response to global warming in other branches of government 
has been similar.16 Although the majority of Congress and many state 
and local politicians acknowledge both the human causes of global 
warming and its threat, they too have failed to take meaningful action to 
reduce the United States’s greenhouse gas emissions.17 For decades, this 
lack of leadership, “has been blatantly obvious with the debate over 
global warming . . . . American political leaders have continuously de-
flected public opinion from the urgent need to curb fossil fuel con-
sumption while the problems with greenhouse gases radically worsen.”18 
 Although the government justifies its inaction on the climate cri-
sis and its refusal to ratify the Kyoto Protocol as a result of its concern 
for the very survival of the U.S. economy, this article will demonstrate 
that the government’s response actually reflects a deeper, though re-
lated, concern—one with even higher stakes for political power bro-
kers and other influential members of society. 
                                                                                                                      
the effect Kyoto would have on America’s workers, on American jobs and on the American 
economy.” Id. 
16 See, e.g., S. Res. 98, 105th Cong. (1997) (enacted). Though the executive branch, 
particularly under the leadership of President George W. Bush, is often blamed for stalling 
action on global climate change; Congress has likewise squelched meaningful efforts to 
act—for example, it discouraged President Clinton from signing the Kyoto Protocol. See, 
e.g., id. Before it was finalized and brought to a vote, the U.S. Senate passed, by a unani-
mous vote of 95-0, a resolution declaring that the United States should not sign any cli-
mate change protocol unless developing nations were required to limit their greenhouse 
gas emissions. See id.; see also Randall S. Abate, Kyoto or Not, Here We Come: The Promise and 
Perils of the Piecemeal Approach to Climate Change Regulation in the United States, 15 Cornell 
J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 369, 372 (2006) (“Not only has the United States failed to ratify the 
Kyoto Protocol, but it also has no comparable federal legislation on point. Instead, its 
Global Climate Change Policy calls for only modest industrial efficiency improvements, 
which are significantly less ambitious than the emission reduction targets imposed on in-
dustrialized nations under the Kyoto Protocol.”). 
17 The most significant climate change bill to come before Congress is the America’s 
Climate Security Act of 2007, which calls for a market-based strategy to combat global warm-
ing. See generally S. 2191, 110th Cong. (2007). The bill is likely to be considered by the full 
Senate in the early summer 2008, but the bill and similar market-based strategies, do not 
have the power to reduce greenhouse gas emissions significantly. See Brian Tokar, Global 
Warming and the Struggle for Justice: The Disturbing and Sometimes Catastrophic Reality of Worldwide 
Climate Collapse, Z Mag., Jan. 2008, at 43, 46–47; see also Larry Lohmann, Carry on Polluting, 
New Scientist, Dec. 2, 2006, at 18 (criticizing the use of market-based strategies, like carbon 
emissions trading and offset credit purchasing programs, to limit global climate change); Bill 
McKibben, Sanders Takes Brave Stand on Climate Change Bill: Vermont Senators Counters Limp-
Wristed Proposal with Principled Initiative, Sunday Rutland Herald/Sunday Times Argus 
(Vt.), Oct. 21, 2007, at C1 (calling the bill a “half-measure”). 
18 See Betsy Taylor, How Do We Get from Here to There?, in Sustainable Planet: Solu-
tions for the Twentieth Century 233, 236 ( Juliet B. Shore & Betsy Taylor eds., 2002) 
(“Political leaders reinforce this resistance to change, proposing remedies that skirt the 
real problems at hand.”). 
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 Part I of this article discusses the climate inaction consensus and its 
root causes. Part II provides an overview on the social construction of 
race in our society. Part III explains the historical background of the 
spatial and transportation hierarchies that have been used to perpetu-
ate race in the United States; in particular, it focuses on suburbaniza-
tion and domestic transportation policies and how they contribute to 
the reification and perpetuation of race in American society. Part IV 
illustrates how land-use and transportation policies have produced the 
global climate crisis by creating a social system dependant on unsus-
tainable fossil fuel consumption. Finally, this paper concludes that rac-
ist transit and land-use policies have not only reified race, but have 
been responsible for bringing the global climate to crisis levels. 
I. The Inaction Consensus 
 Lawmakers and politicians have not taken action to combat cli-
mate change because effectively arresting climate change will challenge 
the foundational values of American society.19 Meaningful action would 
require changes in the way we live, which would undermine the foun-
dation of our hierarchical political and social structure.20 The behav-
iors and lifestyles in the United States that emit the lion’s share of CO2 
into the atmosphere are the very same as those that have actualized the 
idea of race and maintained the “white-over-black” hierarchy that is the 
essence of our social, economic, and legal structure.21 These environ-
mentally destructive behaviors and lifestyles have created and protected 
white privilege in American society.22 Thus, meaningful action to com-
                                                                                                                      
19 See Andrew L. Barlow, Between Fear and Hope: Globalization and Race in the 
United States 25 (2003) (explaining that the white middle class suburban lifestyle is the 
basis of the American imagination of self); see also Frey, supra note 11. Effectively addressing 
climate change “will require nothing less than a new industrial revolution, an overwhelming 
retreat from society’s mass reliance on the carbon fuels—oil, gas and coal—that have pow-
ered the global economy for more than a hundred years.” Frey, supra note 11. 
20 See Anthony Paul Farley, Perfecting Slavery, 36 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 225, 227 (2005). Far-
ley explains that our society, from the moment of slavery until the present, has been built 
on the foundation of a white-over-black hierarchy. See id. This hierarchy is such a part of 
our society that “white-over-black has become the form of our institutions and the orienta-
tion required to move through them.” Id. at 230. 
21 See Richard Thompson Ford, The Boundaries of Race: Political Geography in Legal Analy-
sis, 107 Harv. L. Rev. 1843, 1847–49 (1994). 
22 See id. White privilege “refers to the hegemonic structures, practices, and ideologies 
that reproduce whites’ privileged status,” maintaining and reifying the very idea of white-
ness itself. See Laura Pulido, Environmental Racism and Urban Development, in Up Against 
the Sprawl: Public Policy and the Making of Southern California 71, 73 ( Jennifer 
Wolch et al. eds., 2004). 
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bat climate change will require a dismantling of the systemic policies 
and norms that have both caused global warming and protected the 
racial hierarchy that underlies contemporary America.23 This reality 
explains why meaningful action on the issue of climate change has 
eluded policy-makers for decades. 
 The structures, practices, and ideologies of the suburban American 
dream—with its detached single-family homes in spread-out neighbor-
hoods, far from commercial and urban areas—have been some of the 
strongest forces in creating and perpetuating white privilege in Ameri-
can society.24 Henry Holmes explains the role of the suburbs in that 
process: 
 Suburbia, as we know it today, became the preferred middle-
class lifestyle. With it came patterns of economic development, 
land use, real estate investment, transportation and infrastruc-
ture development that reflected race, class and cultural 
wounds deeply embedded in the psyche and history of the 
United States. Jim Crow—institutionalized segregation and 
apartheid against African Americans and other nonwhites— 
was reflected in urban and suburban zoning codes, restrictive 
racial covenants in real estate investment and lending prac-
tices, redlining by financial institutions, discriminatory private 
business practices, and the distribution of public investments. 
All these served the interests of the policy-makers, usually the 
corporate elite who were typically European-American and 
middle class or wealthy.25 
 In addition to concretizing the abstract concept of race in Ameri-
can society, the growth of the suburbs has become a major factor in 
                                                                                                                      
23 Cf. Anthony Paul Farley, The Apogee of the Commodity, 53 DePaul L. Rev. 1229, 1241 
(2004). Farley notes that true reparation for slavery would require the state to dismantle its 
system of race, property and law—in effect it would require the state to destroy itself. See id. 
Reparation for slavery, like meaningful action on climate change, is a conflicted dream be-
cause it too would require the system of race, property and the laws that support it to disman-
tle itself in favor of an environmentally sustainable and less hierarchical system. See id. 
24 See Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the 
United States 8 (1985) (“In the United States, status and income correlate with suburbs, 
the area that provides the bedrooms for an overwhelming proportion of those with college 
educations, of those engaged in professional pursuits, and of those in the upper-income 
brackets.”). 
25 Henry Holmes, Just and Sustainable Communities, in Just Transportation: Disman-
tling Race and Class Barriers to Mobility 22, 24 (Robert D. Bullard & Glenn S. John-
son eds., 1997). 
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changing the earth’s climate.26 Transportation, electricity generation, 
and deforestation represent the most harmful human activities be-
cause they release large amounts of carbon dioxide, the main green-
house gas, into the atmosphere.27 Suburbanization and private car-
centered transportation policies require that more energy be spent on 
transportation, demand far more electricity, and cause more defores-
tation than any other lifestyle.28 
 Global warming is an unforeseen side effect of the policies and 
behaviors that have been used to “race” our society.29 Therefore, a 
meaningful response to the global climate crisis requires a dismantling, 
or at the very least a reordering, of the spatial systems we have created 
to construct and perpetuate the concept of race in the United States.30 
The unsustainable land-use and consumption that define the American 
dream—an inherently white ideal—create cultural and racial hierar-
chies by setting up two classes of citizens in American society: those who 
can consume space and those who cannot.31 Representative Nydia M. 
Velázquez, who represents in Congress a predominantly poor urban 
district of New York, points out, 
                                                                                                                      
26 See Gonzalez, supra note 12, at 357–58. 
27 Pew Ctr. on Global Climate Change, Climate Change 101: Overview 2 [herein-
after Pew, Climate Change 101: Overview], available at http://www.pewclimate.org/ 
docUploads/1114_OverviewFinal.pdf (last visited Apr. 18, 2008); Pew Ctr. on Global Cli-
mate Change, Climate Change 101: The Science and Impacts 3 [hereinafter Pew, Cli-
mate Change 101: The Science and Impacts], available at http://www.pewclimate.org/ 
docUploads/101_Science_Impacts.pdf (last visited Apr. 18, 2008). 
28 See Gonzalez, supra note 12, at 345 (noting that more dense, urban settlement pat-
terns with more compact homes, in contrast to suburban land use patterns featuring larger 
detached homes, require less land, fewer cars, less electricity, less gas use, fewer appliances 
and result in lower consumption generally). 
29 See john a. powell, A Minority-Majority Nation: Racing the Population in the Twenty-First 
Century, 29 Fordham Urb. L.J. 1395, 1402 (2002) (explaining that race can function as a 
verb—racing thus means the act of separating people from the dominant group in order 
to affirm the dominant group’s superior place in the resulting racial hierarchy). 
30 See McKibben, supra note 7, at 14. Bill McKibben warns of the extent to which the 
American way of life will need to be dismantled in order to combat global warming effec-
tively: 
[B]ecause so much of our energy use is for things like automobile fuel, even 
if we mustered the political will and economic resources to quickly replace 
every single electric generating station with a nuclear plant, our total carbon 
dioxide output would fall little more than a quarter . . . . So the sacrifices de-
manded may be on a scale we can’t imagine and won’t like. 
Id. As Farley points out those with power to lose in such a re-ordering are unlikely to con-
sent to such dismantling. See Anthony Paul Farley, Accumulation, 11 Mich. J. Race & L. 51, 
55 n.11, 59 n.21 (2005). 
31 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 12, 48–49. 
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 the simple fact is that our current unsustainable “more-is-
better” culture undermines any hope of achieving justice—at 
home or abroad. We often hear about how the United States 
consumes a vastly disproportionate amount of resources rela-
tive to the rest of the world. Americans are building bigger 
houses, driving bigger cars, consuming more and more of 
everything than just about anyone else anywhere. 
 This is certainly true, and the long-term environmental ef-
fects of this overconsumption may well prove disastrous . . . . 
  . . . [A]nd one thing is for sure—Americans are not doing 
all this overconsuming in congressional districts like the one 
I represent . . . . 
 . . . . 
 In my district, crime is high, test scores are low, schools are 
crumbling, and the “American Dream” —however you choose 
to define it—is very, very difficult to attain.32 
 Those who currently enjoy the privileges of consumption fear los-
ing the bigger houses, bigger cars, and the economic power to con-
sume, not only because they provide material comforts, but because 
they have become the signifiers of wealth, power, and whiteness in 
American society.33 As Professor Farley stated, “The system of property 
[and all of its trappings] is white-over-black.”34 Those material comforts 
that identify whiteness do so in dialectic opposition to the high crime, 
low test scores, and crumbling schools that mark blackness in American 
society.35 
                                                                                                                      
32 Nydia M. Velázquez, In Search of Justice, in Sustainable Planet: Solutions for the 
Twenty-First Century, supra note 18, at 33, 33–44; see U.S. Census Bureau, Congres-
sional District 12, New York (109th Congress), S1701. Poverty Status in the Past 12 
Months, http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/NPTable?_bm=y&-qr_name=ACS_2006_EST_ 
G00_NP01&-geo_id=50000US3612&-gc_url=&-ds_name=&-_lang=en (last visited Apr. 18, 
2008). The Twelfth Congressional District encompasses neighborhoods in Brooklyn, Manhat-
tan, and Queens. Congresswoman Nydia M. Velázquez, About NY-12, http://www.house.gov/ 
velazquez/ny12/index.html (last visited Apr. 18, 2008). According to the Census Bureau, 
35.6% of the district’s population under the age of eighteen lives below the federal poverty 
line; 25% of the overall population lives below the federal poverty line. U.S. Census, supra. 
For perspective, the federal poverty line for a family of four in 2006 was set at $21,134. See 
U.S. Census Bureau, Hous. & Household Econ. Statistics Div., Poverty Thresholds 
2006, http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/threshld/thresh06.html (last visited Apr. 
18, 2008). 
33 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 75–77. 
34 Farley, supra note 23, at 1235. 
35 See Colette Guillaumin, Race and Nature: The System of Marks, in Racism, Sexism, 
Power and Ideology 133, 150 (1995); Douglass S. Massey & Nancy A. Denton, 
American Apartheid 138–39, 141–42 (1993); Ford, supra note 24, at 1852. 
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 Fear of eroding the hierarchies that define race explains why poli-
ticians and other elites have consistently championed ineffectual “mar-
ket-based approaches” to global warming.36 By focusing public and pri-
vate energy on relatively insignificant individual behavior changes, the 
Bush administration and other privileged elites are able to maintain the 
racial hierarchy that consolidates their economic and social power.37 
Politicians know that “[w]ithout white-over-black the state withers 
away.”38 Therefore, they have a profound incentive to maintain the ra-
cial hierarchy. Unsurprisingly, “because th[ese elites] accrue social and 
economic benefits by maintaining the status quo, they inevitably do.”39 
This white consensus to maintain the spatial and mobility hierarchies 
that reify race is possible because, “[w]hite privilege thrives in highly 
racialized societies that espouse racial equality, but in which whites will 
not tolerate being either inconvenienced in order to achieve racial 
equality . . . or being denied the full benefits of their whiteness . . . .”40 
With so much white privilege to lose, it becomes clear why even most 
passionate environmental advocates are far more willing to call for, and 
make, small non-structural changes in their behavior to ameliorate 
                                                                                                                      
36 See, e.g., Climate Stewardship & Innovation Act of 2007, S. 280, 110th Cong. (2007). 
One of the most championed pieces of legislation introduced to combat global climate 
change in the United States is the McCain-Lieberman Climate Stewardship and Innovation 
Act, which has been introduced several times by the two senators. See S. 280; S. 1151, 109th 
Cong. (2005). According to the two senators, whose bill relies on a market-based approach 
to addressing climate change, “harness[ing] the power of the free market and the engine 
of American innovation to reduce the nation’s greenhouse gas emissions” is the only way 
to forestall “catastrophic global warming.” John McCain & Joe Lieberman, Op-Ed, The 
Turning Point on Global Warming, Boston Globe, Feb. 13, 2007, at A15. Senators McCain 
and Lieberman have argued that Congress “must be open to a good faith business per-
spective that can help solve this urgent global problem.” Id. These market based ap-
proaches are generally viewed by climate change scientists as unlikely to achieve the 
changes necessary to curb climate change. See Tokar, supra note 17, at 46–47. 
37 See Monbiot, supra note 12, at viii, 20–22. 
38 See Farley, supra note 23, at 1241. 
39 Pulido, supra note 22, at 73; accord Monbiot, supra note 12, at 20–22. These elites 
have the most freedom to lose and the least to gain from an attempt to restrain 
[global warming]. 
 . . . . 
 . . . [A]sking wealthy people . . . to prevent climate change means asking 
them to give up many of the things they value—their high performance cars, 
their flights to Tuscany and Thailand and Florida—for the benefit of other 
people . . . . 
Monbiot, supra note 12, at 20–22. 
40 Monbiot, supra note 12, at 20–22. 
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global warming, but are unwilling to embrace significant or meaningful 
actions to address the crisis.41 
 Even as global warming is starting to become the subject of in-
creasing media coverage and as more environmental groups call for 
action to halt the crisis, most activism is limited to changes that main-
tain the existing spatial, social, economic and legal framework that de-
fines American society.42 Despite knowing for decades that we have 
been living unsustainable lifestyles, and “hav[ing] had some intuition 
that it was a binge and the earth couldn’t support it, . . . aside from the 
easy things (biodegradable detergent, slightly smaller cars) we didn’t 
do much. We didn’t turn our lives around to prevent it.”43 
 Greenhouse emissions reduction challenges have cropped up on 
websites across the country, encouraging Americans to change their 
light bulbs, inflate their tires to the proper tire pressure to ensure op-
timal gas mileage, switch to hybrid cars, run dishwashers only when full, 
telecommute, or buy more efficient washers and dryers.44 However, 
popular emissions challenge web sites are not suggesting that Ameri-
cans give up their cars, move into smaller homes in more densely popu-
lated urban neighborhoods near public transportation, or take other 
substantive actions to mitigate the global climate crisis.45 Even Al Gore, 
                                                                                                                      
41 See Ian F. Haney López, White By Law: The Legal Construction of Race 23 
(2006). Whites may be “willing to protect that value [conferred on them by their white 
privilege], even at the cost of basic justice” for those without whiteness. Id.; see also Mon-
biot, supra note 12, at viii (“[S]tate and federal legislators . . . seek to avoid environmental 
measures which might interfere with the relative luxury of heating or cooling . . . [their] 
homes or driving or flying whenever and however [they like] . . . and [instead] substitute 
measures, like biofuels, which transfer the costs onto less powerful people.”). 
42 See James Howard Kunstler, The Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and De-
cline of America’s Man-Made Landscape 10 (1993) (“The newspaper headlines may 
shout about global warming . . . but Americans evince a striking complacency when it 
comes to their everyday environment and the growing calamity that it represents.”). 
43 See McKibben, supra note 7, at 86. 
44 See, e.g., Alliance for Climate Action, Residential Resources, http://www.10percent 
challenge.org/ (follow “Resources” hyperlink; then follow “Residential Resources” hyperlink) 
(last visited Apr. 18, 2008) (linking to web sites which provide, among other things, informa-
tion on how to limit home energy use and fuel efficient and alternative energy vehicles). 
45 See, e.g., id. The popular and widely respected 10% Challenge, run by a public-
private partnership in Burlington, Vermont, has encouraged local residents and businesses 
owners to reduce their energy consumption with an innovative web-based program which 
allows residents to track the energy savings made by installing energy efficient light bulbs, 
switching to reusable bags, insulating their homes, and similar changes. See Alliance for 
Climate Action, About Us, http://10percentchallenge.org/ (follow “About Us” hyperlink) 
(last visited Apr. 18, 2008); see also Alliance for Climate Action, How It Works, http:// 
10percentchallenge.org/ (follow “How It Works” hyperlink) (last visited Apr. 18, 2008). De-
spite its initial success in reducing energy consumption in the city, it has not been able to 
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the most famous voice in the climate change movement, reminds his 
fellow Americans that “[l]ittle things matter . . . buy a hybrid if you can, 
buy a flex-fuel car if you can. Get a higher mileage car that’s comfort-
able for your needs.”46 “[M]any yuppie progressive ‘greens’ are the 
                                                                                                                      
mark a sustained reduction in CO2 production, underscoring the ineffectiveness of small, 
incremental changes in combating climate change. See Kolbert, supra note 3, at 176. 
 [The 10% Challenge] makes the limits of local action obvious . . . . Since 
the 10 percent challenge was initiated, in 2002, electricity demand in the city 
has actually started to creep back up again and is now slightly higher than it 
was at the campaign’s launch. Meanwhile, whatever savings have been made 
in electricity usage have been offset by increased CO2 emissions from other 
sources, mostly cars and trucks. 
Id.; see also Victoria Scanlan Stefanakos, earth Day, Every Day: Feel Good About Doing Your Part 
for the Environment (with Hardly Any Effort), Real Simple, Apr. 2007, at 197. Victoria Scanlan 
Stefanakos writes that following her article’s twenty-six tips can “have a big cumulative 
impact on the environment and a not-so-big impact on your daily life.” Stefanakos, supra, 
at 197. The tips include eating less red meat, installing a low-flow showerhead, recycling, 
using biodegradable cat litter, idling less in your car, and buying organic cotton. Id. at 198–
205. Nowhere does the article suggest that readers live in smaller homes, drive less or 
make drastic changes to their lifestyles. See id. 
 The substantive changes that emissions web sites avoid advocating would have signifi-
cant impacts on the average individual’s CO2 emissions. For example, if all of the drivers in 
the United Kingdom were suddenly to abandon their cars and exclusively ride public 
transportation, the country’s transportation emissions would immediately be reduced by 
ninety percent. See Monbiot, supra note 12, at 147. Because personal transportation ac-
counts for about twenty-two percent of all greenhouse gas emissions in that country, the 
savings would have a profound impact on atmospheric CO2 emissions. See id. at 146–47; see 
also Gonzalez, supra note 12, at 357–58 (noting that changes to land use and land man-
agement planning will “directly and assuredly reduce climate change emissions,” in con-
trast to technological innovation or market-based approaches). 
46 Moira Macdonald, Al Gore: “Action” Movie Star, Seattle Times, May 28, 2006, at J1 
(interviewing Al Gore). As it becomes fashionable for educated consumers to be con-
cerned about emissions, other organizations have emerged to encourage Americans to 
make nearly effortless changes in the way they use energy. For example, carbon offset pro-
grams allow Gore to achieve “carbon neutrality” for both his twenty-room home in Tennes-
see and his other home in Washington, by purchasing “carbon credits” to offset his homes’ 
emissions, enabling him to sacrifice little as he buys his way to environmental salvation. See 
Gore Defends His Carbon Credentials: Group Skeptical of Global Warming Notes His Home Is Big 
Energy User, MSNBC.com, Feb. 28, 2007, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/17382210/. Pro-
moted by both non-profits and for-profit companies, “carbon credits” allow consumers to 
pay about five dollars per ton to offset the carbon emitted by their cars and homes for a 
day, a week, or a year. See Drake Bennett, Have Yourself a Carbon-Neutral Christmas . . . , Bos-
ton Globe, Dec. 17, 2006, at K1. Because an average car emits five to six tons of CO2 in a 
year, consumers can offset their vehicular emissions for as little as twenty-five dollars a year 
with a few clicks of the mouse. Id. However, scientists and climate activists question the 
utility of carbon credits and carbon trading programs as tools to combat global warming 
because organizations that plant trees on behalf of consumers to reduce their carbon 
footprint may do so in areas that provide little or no CO2 sequestration potential; not all 
trees offer the same benefits. See Michael Snyder, Forests, Carbon & Climate Change, N. 
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ones who drove their SUVs to environmental rallies and, even worse, 
made their homes at the far exurban fringe, requiring massive car de-
pendence in their daily lives,” taking residential segregation and racial 
and spacial hierarchies to previously unimagined dimensions.47 This 
focus on maintaining one’s privileged lifestyle while making minimal 
changes reflects the power of the underlying structural impediments 
blocking a comprehensive response to global climate change in the 
United States.48 
 It is not just political inaction that prevents a meaningful response. 
Millions of Americans do not demand a change in environmental pol-
icy because, just as with political elites, it is against the interests of those 
enjoying white privilege to take genuine steps to combat climate 
change.49 Real climate action would ultimately require relinquishing 
the spatial, social, and economic markers that have created and pro-
tected whiteness and the privilege it confers.50 Although “we too often 
fail to appreciate how important race remains as a system for amassing 
and defending wealth and privilege,” the painfully slow reaction of the 
American public to the growing dangers of global warming highlights 
just how important racial privilege remains and how reluctant its bene-
ficiaries are to give it up.51 Elite reformists make meaningful change 
even more remote as they push for behaviors to tweak, but not to 
change the existing social, economic, and legal hierarchy in the face of 
                                                                                                                      
Woodlands Mag., Autumn 2000, at 43, 46. Moreover, the purchase of carbon credits can 
lull consumers into complacency, giving them an excuse to not limit their CO2 emissions. 
Bennett, supra, at K1. 
47 Kunstler, supra note 5, at 30. 
48 See Farley, supra note 20, at 229; see also Gonzalez, supra note 12, at 345. 
49 See Monbiot, supra note 12, at 40; Lydia Saad, Americans Still Not Highly Concerned 
About Global Warming, Gallup News Serv., Apr. 7, 2006, http://www.gallup.com/poll/ 
22291/Americans-Still-Highly-Concerned-About-Global-Warming.aspx (noting that Ameri-
cans are not “especially concerned” about global warming). Monbiot explains that “one of 
the reasons why the professional climate-change deniers have been so successful in pene-
trating the media is that the story they have to tell is one that people want to hear.” Mon-
biot, supra note 12, at 40. 
50 See, e.g., Alex Beam, A Silent Springtime for Hitler?, Boston Globe, Apr. 11, 2007, at C1 
(pointing out the hypocrisy in Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s “rant[ing] and rav[ing] about the un-
green-ness of George Bush’s EPA, while he and his family work overtime to scuttle a renew-
able energy wind farm project located a bit too close to the family manse in Hyannis”). 
51 See Derrick Bell, Silent Covenants 81 (2004) (“[Racial privilege is so] tied to an 
individual’s sense of self that it may not be apparent, the set of assumptions, privileges, and 
benefits that accompany the status of being white can become a valuable asset that whites 
seek to protect.”); Haney López, supra note 41, at xvi; see also Farley, supra note 30, at 54; 
Ford, supra note 21, at 1850. 
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“problems, [like global warming] that arise to threaten the predomi-
nance of the traditionalist, capitalist ruling class.”52 
II. The Social Construction of Race 
 Race is a social and legal construct.53 It is not the result of any sort 
of natural order, nor does it exist genetically.54 Indeed, “[i]n nature, no 
races exist. Nature only provides a vast array of physical variations that 
have been used to construct categories that are ultimately ascribed 
meaning far beyond the hazy physical differences that serve as their 
basis.”55 Despite an entrenched cultural conviction that attaches racial 
meaning to phenotypical markers of “hazy physical difference” like skin 
tone and hair texture, “[a]spects of human variation like dark skin or 
African ancestry are . . . not denotations of distinct branches of hu-
mankind.”56 Race is a system of marks imposed on the subordinate 
groups of society by the dominant group and the “system of marks de-
pends on an imagined connection between the essence of a person and 
the marks on the person’s body, a physical feature or set of features, 
such as the marks of race and sex.”57 
                                                                                                                      
52 Farley, supra note 30, at 55 n.11. Derrick Bell elaborates on the protection of white 
privilege by whites through concessions and reforms that actually perpetuate and maintain 
the legal status quo. In Silent Covenants, Bell explores the interests that converge at a par-
ticular historical moment to offer blacks some sort of concession or long-sought right in 
exchange for “a clear benefit for the nation or portions of the populace” that matter in the 
racial hierarchy. See Bell, supra note 51, at 49. He calls this phenomenon “interest conver-
gence,” and explains that any gains made by blacks as a result of a momentary conver-
gence of their interests with those of whites, “will be abrogated at the point that policy-
makers fear the remedial policy is threatening the superior social status of whites, 
particularly those in the middle and upper classes.” See id. at 69. He explains that the his-
toric Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision was a prime example of this in-
terest convergence that served to quash black outrage over Jim Crow racism with a largely 
symbolic reform that did nothing to undermine the dominant white power structure, but 
made further advocacy for real change politically and practically impossible. See id. at 59–
60. See generally Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954). 
53 See Haney López, supra note 41, at 13–14, 78. 
54 Guillaumin, supra note 35, at 133; see Ian F. Haney López, The Social Construction of 
Race, in Critical Race Theory: The Cutting Edge 163, 166 (Richard Delgado & Jean 
Stefancic, eds., 2d ed. 2000) (“[C]ontrary to popular opinion . . . intra-group differences 
exceed inter-group differences. That is, greater genetic variation exists within the popula-
tions typically labeled Black and White than between these populations.”). Though race is 
not actually the result of any natural order, it is perceived popularly to be a “self-evident 
. . . ‘fact of nature.’” Guillaumin, supra note 35, at 133. 
55 Brian K. Obach, Demonstrating the Social Construction of Race, 27 Teaching Soc. 252, 
252–53 (1999). 
56 See Haney López, supra note 54, at 172; see also Obach, supra note 55, at 253. 
57 Maria Grahn-Farley, The Law Room: Hyperrealist Jurisprudence and Postmodern Politics, 
36 New Eng. L. Rev. 29, 31 (2001). 
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 Race is a relatively recent, “plastic and inconsistent” construction 
of the legal and social system, not a fixed or natural classification.58 The 
fluid and relational nature of race is demonstrated throughout his-
tory.59 For example, though now considered white, until early in the 
middle of the last century, Irish and Italian immigrants were not so-
cially or legally “white.”60 Both groups only became white when they 
were granted the right to become U.S. citizens.61 With whiteness came 
economic and social domination over blacks, along with middle class 
comforts.62 Despite the artificially constructed foundation of racial 
categories, the process of racial reification—the transformation of ab-
stract racial categories “into concrete things,” which “take on material 
forms which in turn reinforce the ideas that shape the world” —has 
had, and continues to have, a tangible and profound impact on our 
society.63 
 Racial classifications have evolved over time both to shape and to 
reflect predominant belief systems in the United States. Race has been 
developed and preserved to serve a peculiar purpose in society: to jus-
tify disparate treatment of particular individuals, elevating one group of 
individuals to superior status, while marking another group as infe-
rior.64 john a. powell calls this stratification process “racing”: 
“Racing” is a practice of separating people out from the gen-
eral population with the specific purpose of fortifying the 
dominance of the remaining majority. Thus, race is not a pas-
sive recognition of natural qualities, but rather the sum of in-
tentional actions taken to stratify the population in order to 
maintain white privilege and non-white subordination. Race 
becomes a signifier of a person’s attachment to a segregated 
group only after this racialization process has occurred. Fur-
                                                                                                                      
58 Haney López, supra note 54, at 168; see Guillaumin, supra note 35, at 143; see also 
Haney López, supra note 41, at xv. 
59 See powell, supra note 29, at 1401–03. 
60 See Haney López, supra note 41, at 84. 
61 See id. 
62 Barlow, supra note 19, at 39, 87. For whites, this economic and social domination 
over blacks has value in and of itself because it confers privileges such as access to better 
education, employment, and social services. Id. at 87. 
63 See Haney López, supra note 41, at 91. The tangible ramifications of the reification 
of race are all around us. See, e.g., Loïc Wacquant, From Slavery to Mass Incarceration: Rethink-
ing the ‘Race Question’ in the US, New Left Rev., Jan.–Feb. 2002, at 41 (discussing the dis-
proportionate representation of blacks in the U.S. criminal justice system). 
64 See Farley, supra note 30, at 64 (“Race is a mark on the body. Before the mark there 
can be neither ownership nor class. Before the mark there can be no division of labor, no 
hierarchy, no law. . . . The mark divides all into haves and have-nots.”). 
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ther, the dominant group then relies on essentialist justifica-
tions for its newly formed racial category. Essentialism be-
comes the veil for the systematic racial ordering of society.65 
Similarly, Michael Omi and Howard Winant describe “racial formation” 
as the separation of individuals into racial groups through social, eco-
nomic, and political hierarchies.66 Racing or racial formation has been 
used to maintain white, European privilege and economic dominance 
in the United States and the world.67 
 The use of race as a tool for social and economic dominance is 
most clearly illustrated by the way in which the concept of race in the 
United States came to justify the enslavement of Africans by Europe-
ans.68 The “modern notion of race and the ideology of white superior-
ity were seventeenth and eighteenth century cultural constructs de-
signed to answer these otherwise unacceptable contradictions between 
principle and practice in a way that would permit continued super-
exploitation of blacks under the emerging capitalist system.”69 Once 
enslaved Africans were categorized as fundamentally different from 
their owners by virtue of their newly prescribed “race,” inhuman ex-
ploitation ceased to be legally or morally problematic.70 If slaves were 
not like whites (humans), then there was no reason to treat them as 
human (white).71 Slavery’s racially justified economic exploitation of 
Africans laid the groundwork for continued legal and economic exploi-
tation of the subordinated group to this day.72 
 As capitalism began to replace the mercantile economy in the 
United States and as the industrial revolution exploded on American 
                                                                                                                      
65 powell, supra note 29, at 1402. 
66 See Michael Omi & Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States: 
From the 1960s to the 1990s, at 3 (2d ed. 1994). 
67 john a. powell, The “Racing” of American Society: Race Functioning as a Verb Before Signifying 
as a Noun, 15 Law & Ineq. 99, 106 (1997); see Howard Winant, Race and Racism: Towards a 
Global Future, 29 Ethnic & Racial Stud. 986, 997 (2006); Manning Marable, Globalization 
and Racialization, ZNet, Aug. 13, 2004, http://www.zcommunications.org/znet/viewArticle/ 
8057. 
68 See Peggy C. Davis, Law as Microaggression, in Critical Race Theory: The Cutting 
Edge, supra note 54, at 141, 143. 
69 Rhonda V. Magee Andrews, The Third Reconstruction: An Alternative to Race Conscious-
ness and Colorblindness in Post-Slavery America, 54 Ala. L. Rev. 483, 495 (2003). 
70 See id. at 495–96; see also Davis, supra note 68, at 143 (“Slavery required a system of 
beliefs that would rationalize white domination and laws and customs that would assure 
control of the slave population.”). 
71 See Joel Kovel, Racism and Ecology, 17 Socialism & Democracy 99, 104 (2005). 
72 See Farley, supra note 30, at 70–72. 
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soil, an even greater need for a subordinate race emerged.73 Capital-
ism, with its necessary inequalities, needed an underclass to survive and 
prosper as an economic system.74 Blacks, by virtue of the racially infe-
rior status imposed upon them by the legal system, were perfectly situ-
ated to play the necessary role.75 Thus, after constructing race as a way 
to ameliorate the moral discomfort of slavery, the political system 
passed and enforced laws to ensure that blacks remained a distinct sub-
ordinate race in the interest of capitalism.76 By legislating into existence 
a permanent race-based proletariat class, white elites ensured that the 
capitalist system could continue to deliver enormously disproportionate 
benefits to those lucky enough to have received whiteness.77 
III. Racial Hierarchies and the Reification of Race 
A. “Chocolate cities, vanilla suburbs” :78 Federal and Private  
Suburbanization Policies 
 A cursory glance at metropolitan demographics in the United 
States demonstrates that decades of federal, state, and local govern-
ment policies, reinforced by government-sanctioned private behavior, 
have created impoverished black inner cities surrounded by affluent, 
                                                                                                                      
73 See Sherry Cable & Tamara L. Mix, Economic Imperatives and Race Relations: The Rise 
and Fall of the Apartheid System, 34 J. Black Stud. 183, 186–87 (2003) (describing how post-
Civil War industrialization created demand for cheap labor and how state actions accom-
modated this need by “weakening the foundation of Black rights”). 
74 See Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
Nations 66–67 (Random House 1985) (1776) (explaining that the division of labor on 
which capitalism is founded requires laborers and owners who retain part of the value of 
what their laborers produce); see also Cable & Mix, supra note 73, at 201 (“Economic im-
peratives drive the structure of the labor market in capitalist societies . . . . A competitive 
labor market is necessary to keep wages down and profits up. Someone must be at the 
bottom of the labor heap and dark skin is an easily identifiable mark: Skin color matters.”). 
75 See Cable & Mix, supra note 73, at 186–87. 
76 See id. at 196–201. 
77 See id. at 187–88. 
78 This now ubiquitous phrase, introduced in the “Chocolate City” Parliament album 
in 1975 and appropriated by Reynolds Farley et al. in a 1978 article on the causes of segre-
gation in Detroit, continues to reflect the contemporary demographics of major metro-
politan areas of the United States. See Rima Wilkes & John Iceland, Hypersegregation in the 
Twenty-First Century, 41 Demography 23, 34 (2004). Farley’s article appeared in the wake 
of the Kerner Commission Report, published in 1968, which showed that the United States 
was on its way to becoming two separate societies, one black and one white. See generally 
Reynolds Farley et al., “Chocolate City, Vanilla Suburbs”: Will the Trend Toward Racially Separate 
Communities Continue?, 7 Soc. Sci. Res. 319 (1978). 
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mostly white suburbs.79 Modern residential segregation in the United 
States is the result of a long series of racist federal and local policies.80 
Although legally enforced segregation ended with Loving v. Virginia in 
1967, the forces maintaining segregation did not disappear with that 
decision.81 De facto segregation continues today without legal sanction 
because, although officially ended and now constitutionally disfavored, 
its structure was never dismantled.82 
 Though there is a powerful tendency in our post-Loving world to 
describe racial segregation “as a natural expression of racial and cul-
tural solidarity, a chosen and desirable condition for which government 
is not responsible,” it is in fact a result of centuries of racist government 
action.83 Beginning with the separate living and working spaces of 
southern slave states, segregation continued to thrive in the Jim Crow 
south and the segregated schools and neighborhoods of the north.84 
 Just as race is not the result of static or inevitable differences be-
tween distinct groups of people, contemporary residential demo-
graphics are not the result of any innate or natural racial or spatial 
hierarchies. Rather, the heavy hand of the legal and political systems, 
aided and abetted by private actors, created the “natural” racial segre-
gation that continues to define contemporary U.S. society.85 The par-
allel hierarchies of suburban-urban and white-black are no organic 
                                                                                                                      
79 See Arnold R. Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chi-
cago, 1940–1960, at 9–11 (1998); Jackson, supra note 24, at 11 (“[U.S.] suburbanization 
has been as much a governmental process as a natural process.”). 
80 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 37–41; Ford, supra note 21, at 1845. 
81 See 388 U.S. 1 (1967) (declaring laws prohibiting interracial marriage unconstitu-
tional); Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 217. 
82 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1844–45. In his article The Boundaries of Race: Political Geog-
raphy in Legal Analysis, Richard Thompson Ford writes: 
[R]acial segregation persists in the absence of explicit, legally enforceable ra-
cial restrictions. Race-neutral policies, set against an historical backdrop of 
state action in the service of racial segregation and thus against a contempo-
rary backdrop of racially identified space—physical space primarily associated 
with and occupied by a particular racial group—predictably reproduce and 
entrench racial segregation and the racial-caste system that accompanies it. 
Thus, the persistence of racial segregation, even in the face of civil rights re-
form, is not mysterious. 
Id. 
83 Barlow, supra note 19, at 37–41; Ford, supra note 21, at 1844, 1848. 
84 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 241–42. 
85 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1848 (“Explicit governmental policy at the local, state, 
and federal levels has encouraged and facilitated racial segregation.”). 
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accident, but rather are the result of an interconnected web of poli-
cies and laws designed to maintain race through strict segregation.86 
The evolution of segregated, all-black neighborhoods . . . was 
not the result of impersonal market forces. It did not reflect 
the desires of African Americans themselves. On the contrary, 
the black ghetto was constructed through a series of well-
defined institutional practices, private behaviors, and public 
policies by which whites sought to contain growing urban 
black populations.87 
The black ghetto protects white privilege by maintaining separately 
racialized spaces.88 
 Beginning with the great migration in the early twentieth cen-
tury, which saw rural blacks moving in significant numbers to north-
ern urban areas in search of work, the real estate industry—acting on 
concerns from their elite white clients—built residentially segregated 
cities.89 However, this mostly private segregation of the early twentieth 
century was augmented by the federal government’s segregation pro-
ject, which intensified as the century progressed.90 Segregation in the 
post World War II era “was carried out with government sanction and 
support. After World War II . . . government urban redevelopment, 
and renewal policies, as well as a massive public housing program had 
a direct and enormous impact on the evolution of the ghetto.”91 Not 
only did these various government policies create the black ghetto, 
they simultaneously created its positive, the white suburb.92 Keeping 
space racially defined and isolating blacks in urban ghettos away from 
                                                                                                                      
86 See id. at 1861. 
87 Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 10. 
88 See Pulido, supra note 22, at 72. 
89 See Hirsch, supra note 79, at 9 (“[A]s black migration northward increased in the 
first quarter of the twentieth century and racial lines began to harden, it was apparent that 
white hostility was of paramount importance in shaping the pattern of black settlement. 
Sometimes violent, sometimes through the peaceful cooperation of local real estate 
boards, white animosity succeeded, informally and privately, in restricting black areas of 
residence.”). 
90 See id. at 9–10. Some suburbs continued to enforce private racial covenants well into the 
last quarter of the twentieth century. See William Julius Wilson, When Work Disappears: 
The World of the New Urban Poor 47 (1996). Levittown on Long Island, New York, the 
icon of middle-class suburbanization, included covenants prohibiting blacks from purchasing 
or renting property until the late 1960s. See Margaret Lundrigan Ferrer & Tova Navarra, 
Levittown: The First Fifty Years 16 (1997); Jackson, supra note 24, at 241. 
91 Hirsch, supra note 79, at 10. 
92 See Peter Dreier et al., Place Matters: Metropolitics for the Twenty-First 
Century 109 (2d ed. 2004). 
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affluent whites in the suburbs were major outcomes of federal hous-
ing policy during the last century.93 
 In particular, two different federal housing policies worked in con-
cert to subsidize the expansion of the white suburbs, while concentrat-
ing blacks in the urban ghetto.94 Federal homeownership promotion 
programs made suburban growth possible, while public housing pro-
jects were concentrated in inner city ghettos.95 Together, the two initia-
tives created an entire nation of racially segregated spaces.96 
 Governmental suburban subsidy began in earnest with the crea-
tion of the Homeownership Loan Corporation (HOLC) in 1933.97 
The HOLC was a depression-era program designed to preserve and 
encourage homeownership by making long-term mortgages feasible 
for most middle-class Americans.98 As part of its program, HOLC ap-
praisers developed an elaborate set of standards for determining 
which homes were worthy of HOLC credit, and these standards laid 
the groundwork for redlining—the refusal of banks and the federal 
government to issue or guarantee loans in non-white or racially mixed 
urban neighborhoods.99 The standards developed by the HOLC “gave 
the highest ratings to the newer, affluent suburbs that were strung out 
along curvilinear streets well away from the problems of the city,” and 
the lowest ratings to older, more urban black neighborhoods or 
neighborhoods with any black presence at all.100 
                                                                                                                      
93 See id. at 119; see also Pulido, supra note 22, at 90 (“The history of suburbanization 
reveals that although many forces contributed to decentralization, it was largely an exclu-
sionary undertaking.”). 
94 See Hirsch, supra note 79, at 10. 
95 See Carolyn B. Aldana & Gary A. Dymski, Urban Sprawl, Racial Separation, and Federal 
Housing Policy, in Up Against the Sprawl, supra note 25, 99, 102–03 (2004). Such federal 
homeownership programs include the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), Veterans 
Housing Administration (VHA), and the Homeownership Loan Corporation (HOLC). 
Jackson, supra note 24, at 195–218. The HOLC, VHA, and FHA programs laid the 
groundwork for discriminatory lending practices in the private sector that continued to 
isolate blacks in deteriorating housing stock in the inner cities long into the 1970s. See 
Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 105. Until a year after they were outlawed by the Su-
preme Court in 1948, the FHA was a strong proponent of racial covenants on the proper-
ties it guaranteed. See Jackson, supra note 24, at 208; see also Ford, supra note 21, at 1848 
(“[T]he federal government continued to promote the use of such covenants until they 
were declared unconstitutional . . . [and] federally subsidized mortgages often required that 
property owners incorporate restrictive covenants into their deeds.”). 
96 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 38. 
97 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 196. 
98 See id. 
99 See id. at 197, 362 n.26. 
100 See id. at 198–200, 201 ("Even those neighborhoods with small proportions of black 
inhabitants were usually rated fourth grade or ‘hazardous’ by HOLC’s parent agency.”). 
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 Rating neighborhoods with any black population at all as un-
creditworthy caused racial segregation because it encouraged whites 
who were otherwise eligible for HOLC financing to cluster in neigh-
borhoods with higher HOLC grades, where they would be granted 
mortgages and would be able to achieve the white American dream of 
homeownership.101 With its focus on financing newly-built homes in 
newly-built neighborhoods with fresh infrastructure and housing stock 
available to whites only, the HOLC appraisal program marked the first 
of many federal programs that used government power to simultane-
ously subsidize suburban sprawl and racial segregation.102 
 The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and the Veterans 
Housing Administration (VHA) furthered the racist precedent set by 
the HOLC appraisal standards by focusing white investment on the sub-
urbs.103 The FHA and VHA programs increased government subsidy of 
suburban homeownership for white Americans in the post-war period so 
that hundreds of thousands of World War II veterans could finance their 
slice of the American dream.104 Through its rating system, the FHA’s 
programs were responsible for “subsidizing suburban housing construc-
tion, contributing to and exacerbating neighborhood deterioration in 
inner cities, and institutionalizing a racially segregated housing market 
on a national scale.”105 Because “FHA/VHA loans were made with 
greater frequency in suburban than in inner city areas . . . these federal 
policies promoted racial separation. And because population pressures 
pushed the suburbs ever outward, while expanding the space ceded to 
minorities, these policies also underwrote urban sprawl.”106 
 The FHA’s suburban bias was so pronounced that its mortgage 
guarantee programs made it cheaper for white Americans to buy a 
home in the suburbs than to rent an apartment or townhouse in the 
city.107 Because they made suburban homeownership affordable exclu-
sively for whites, “the FHA’s housing subsidies . . . had a major impact 
on post-World War II migrations of middle-income whites to suburban 
                                                                                                                      
101 See id. at 198–99, 201; see also Barlow, supra note 19, at 40. 
102 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 38–41; Jackson, supra note 24, at 190–218; Deborah 
Kenn, Paradise Unfound: The American Dream of Housing Justice for All, 5 B.U. Pub. Int. L.J. 
69, 84–86 (1995); see also Pulido, supra note 22, at 103. 
103 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 204, 206–09; see also Kevin Fox Gotham & James D. 
Wright, Housing Policy, in The Handbook of Social Policy 241–42 ( James Midgley et al. 
eds., 2000). 
104 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 38; Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 239. 
105 See Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 237, 242. 
106 Aldana & Dymski, supra note 95, at 103. 
107 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 205–06. 
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areas and the concentration of low-income, mostly African American 
families, in the deteriorating inner cities.”108 
 FHA and VHA loans were offered only to white suburban residents 
as a result of three of the FHA’s rating system policies: (1) favoring the 
construction of new single family homes over multi-family projects; (2) 
offering unfavorable terms on loans for the repair of existing struc-
tures, making it more economical to purchase a new home than to re-
pair an existing one; and (3) using a racially biased appraisal procedure 
to refuse to guarantee mortgages in black or racially mixed urban 
neighborhoods.109 These three institutional mechanisms ensured that 
“FHA insurance went to new residential developments on the edges of 
metropolitan areas, to the neglect of core cities,” which became en-
claves of deteriorating housing stock that could not be improved or 
repaired because loans were made unavailable.110 These increasingly 
dilapidated dwellings became the exclusive province of black renters, as 
whites made their American dream of homeownership in the suburbs 
possible through the support of the FHA and VHA.111 Later, the decay-
ing urban housing stock, entirely a result of government policy, would 
become a cultural mark of race, as blacks were associated with squalid, 
ghetto housing conditions.112 
 Beyond merely favoring suburban over urban homeownership, the 
FHA justified its overtly segregationist policies with warnings of the dire 
economic and social consequences of allowing “adverse influences,” 
like blacks, to “infiltrate” stable all-white neighborhoods.113 The FHA 
did not just condone existing segregationist trends, it “exhorted segre-
gation and enshrined it as public policy,” by legitimizing the fear that 
“an entire area could lose its investment value if rigid black-white sepa-
ration was not maintained.”114 
                                                                                                                      
108 Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 241. 
109 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 206–07. 
110 Id. at 206; see Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 54–55; Gotham & Wright, supra 
note 103, at 241 (“African Americans . . . were officially excluded from FHA subsidies and 
segregated by the agency’s refusal to underwrite mortgages in predominately minority 
areas.”). 
111 See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 55; Kenn, supra note 102, at 85–86. 
112 See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 55, 57; Richard T. Ford, Urban Space and the 
Color Line: The Consequences of Demarcation and Disorientation in the Postmodern Metropolis, 9 
Harv. BlackLetter L.J. 117, 134–35 (1992); Wacquant, supra note 63, at 47–49. 
113 Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 241–42. 
114 Jackson, supra note 24, at 208, 213. The FHA was probably right about the eco-
nomic consequences of “mixed” neighborhoods; private land developers also shared this 
sentiment. For example, William Levitt, the mastermind behind post-war suburbs famously 
said, “I have come to know that if we sell one house to a Negro family, then 90 or 95 per-
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 Any mixing of the races, the theory went, risked two disastrous 
consequences: the decline of property values for whites, and the de-
cline of the human race itself.115 If blacks were allowed to own homes 
alongside whites, it would lead to their “intermarry[ing] with whites 
and thus send[ing] the ‘whole white race . . . downhill’ . . . . [T]he 
one naturally flowed from the other.”116 To prevent this existentially 
and economically damaging mixing of the races, the FHA continued 
the HOLC policy of giving black and mixed neighborhoods the lowest 
ratings possible in its appraisals.117 
 To further ensure that the properties it guaranteed remained 
available to whites only, and that their investments were protected from 
default due to black ownership, the FHA strongly advocated racial 
covenants, until a year after they were outlawed by the Supreme Court 
in 1948.118 These racial covenants, combined with exclusionary zoning 
schemes that restricted development in suburban areas to large lots, 
ensured that only wealthy and middle class whites could enjoy the 
benefits of suburban living.119 
 Although officially excluded from HOLC and FHA programs, ur-
ban blacks were the targets of other governmental housing programs 
during the twentieth century: federal and state subsidized public hous-
ing.120 Federal, state, and local public housing policies were designed to 
concentrate poor blacks in ghetto high-rises in urban neighborhoods 
left blighted by disinvestment from FHA lending polices.121 These racist 
public housing policies resulted in projects like the infamous Robert 
Taylor Homes projects in Chicago.122 
                                                                                                                      
cent of our white customers will not buy into the community. That is their attitude, not 
ours . . . .” See Ferrer & Navarra, supra note 90, at 16; accord Hirsch, supra note 79, at 
234–38. 
115 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 217; see also Ford, supra note 112, at 138, 145 (noting 
the primacy of spatial organization and demarcation in maintaining the sanctity of racial 
difference and the potential that undermining segregation could have in unraveling race 
as a meaningful construct). 
116 Hirsch, supra note 79, at 196. 
117 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1848. 
118 See Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 21 (1948); Jackson, supra note 24, at 208; Ford, 
supra note 21, at 1848. 
119 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 241–42. 
120 See Aldana & Dymski, supra note 95, at 241; Marc Seitles, The Perpetuation of Residen-
tial Racial Segregation in America: Historical Discrimination, Modern Forms of Exclusion, and In-
clusionary Remedies, 14 J. Land Use & Envtl. L. 89, 93–94 (1998). 
121 See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 55–57. 
122 See Hirsch, supra note 79, at 262–63. Robert Taylor Homes exemplify the concen-
tration of black poverty that defined public housing policy in the decades following the 
World War II. See id. The housing project was a two mile by one-quarter mile parcel of 
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 Public housing was concentrated in urban neighborhoods as a re-
sult of two simultaneous policies. First, racist homeownership lending 
policies meant that rental housing for blacks was unwelcome in white 
suburban neighborhoods.123 Rental housing for blacks had a perceived 
detrimental effect on housing prices and social stability, resulting in a 
public-private consensus to locate large public housing projects away 
from middle-class and affluent white suburban neighborhoods.124 Sec-
ond, for much of the twentieth century, the federal government en-
gaged in a systemic campaign to eradicate “urban blight.”125 From the 
beginning, urban blight was a label applied to urban neighborhoods 
regardless of their economic, social, or cultural vitality.126 Federal, state, 
and local governments systematically classified thriving black urban 
neighborhoods as blighted in order to justify their razing.127 Once 
razed, these desolate swaths of rubble and concrete became the site of 
most of the nation’s public housing projects.128 Particularly in the dec-
ades following World War II, public housing policy in the United States 
was used as “an institutional means of reinforcing racial segregation” by 
concentrating public affordable housing in decaying inner city 
neighborhoods, far from more affluent white settlements in the sub-
urbs.129 The data on housing in the United States demonstrates that 
today, “whites are the overwhelming beneficiaries of single-family sub-
urban housing whereas African Americans and other racial minorities 
are likely to be restricted to multifamily projects, conventional public 
housing units, and deteriorating and substandard housing in inner cit-
ies.”130 
 The “result, if not the intent, of the public housing program of the 
United States was to segregate the races, to concentrate the disadvan-
taged in inner cities, and to reinforce the image of suburbia as a place 
                                                                                                                      
land, with twenty-eight sixteen-story high-rises that were cut off from the rest of Chicago by 
an expressway on one side and railroad tracks on the other. Id. 
123 See Cara Hendrickson, Racial Desegregation and Income Deconcentration in Public Hous-
ing, 9 Geo. J. on Poverty L. & Pol’y 35, 44 (2002). 
124 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 38; Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 241–42. 
125 See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 56–57; Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, 
at 242. 
126 See Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation 
11 (2005). Indeed, urban blight was little more than a synonym for black neighborhoods 
during most of the twentieth century. See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 56. 
127 Barlow, supra note 19, at 41. 
128 Aldana & Dymski, supra note 95, at 103 (“Public housing units in these years were 
almost entirely located in lower-income, heavily minority areas.”). 
129 Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 227; see Dreier et al., supra note 92, at 129. 
130 Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 246. 
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of refuge from the problems of race, crime, and poverty.”131 As a result, 
“[p]ublic housing projects in large measure accounted for the high 
levels of poverty concentration in urban neighborhoods. Prolonged 
marginalization from the mainstream economy, economic restructur-
ing, and housing segregation via the efforts [of] government, bankers, 
realtors, and private citizens, resulted in neighborhoods with high lev-
els of joblessness.”132 Blackness became synonymous with inner city 
public housing residents suffering economic isolation and unemploy-
ment.133 The concentration of public housing projects in low-income 
black neighborhoods was the result of a “white consensus” that com-
plemented FHA housing loan programs and its subsidy of suburbaniza-
tion to protect and perpetuate racial segregation.134 
B. Segregation and the Reification of Race 
 Racist residential segregation in the United States has created two 
racialized spaces: desirable white suburbs and decaying black urban 
ghettos.135 These racialized spaces have naturalized the idea of race in 
American law and society.136 Racial segregation has become a powerful 
self-perpetuating system in American society, enforcing a physical sepa-
ration between races while simultaneously upholding the structure that 
makes distinct racial categories possible—as much creating racial iden-
tities as regulating them.137 This section explains how these policies and 
covenants did not merely regulate race; they perpetuated its very exis-
tence. The maintenance of the idea of race in U.S. society would not 
have been possible without strictly enforced residential segregation. 
                                                                                                                      
131 Jackson, supra note 24, at 219. 
132 Karen J. Gibson, Race, Class, and Space: An Examination of Underclass Notions in the 
Steel and Motor Cities, in The African American Urban Experience: Perspectives from 
the Colonial Period to the Present 187, 204–05 ( Joe W. Trotter et al. eds., 2004). For 
example, in Los Angeles there is a 
concentration of subsidized housing units in lower-income and heavily minor-
ity areas. The fact that these units are disproportionately occupied by lower-
income and minority residents reinforces income polarization and racial 
separation in the region . . . . [C]oncentrating low income households in ar-
eas with high unemployment and low educational attainment reinforces these 
households’ separation from access to social and personal resources. 
Aldana & Dymski, supra note 95, at 105. 
133 See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 118. 
134 See Hirsch, supra note 79, at 254–55. 
135 See Haney López, supra note 41, at 93. 
136 See id.; Ford, supra note 112, at 130. 
137 See Guillaumin, supra note 35, at 135–38; Haney López, supra note 41, at 83. 
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1. Segregation and Racial Classification 
 Segregation reifies race by the very fact that it uses race as a means 
of classifying people. Urban/suburban segregation accomplishes this by 
separating people into distinct physical spaces according to their “race” 
and preventing association between the two groups as a way to maintain 
their distinct, relational identities.138 Racial segregation is so integral to 
the reification of race that “[w]ithout the clear spatial line between the 
races, nothing would be left with which to deploy race with accuracy 
and secure it with permanency.”139 The act of classifying people by race 
carries and confers racial meaning. Racial segregation ostensibly sepa-
rates people by race, but in doing so, it actually “facilitate[s] the as-
signment of racial identities according to separation.”140 Space be-
comes a key tool for maintaining racial classification because of the 
constant mutability of race.141 
 Without the system of marks that segregation provides, racial iden-
tities become dangerously fluid.142 Keeping track of who is black and 
who is white, to maintain the social order and to allocate commodities 
and services, becomes vastly more complicated in a non-segregated 
world.143 Because of the practical difficulty inherent in maintaining a 
                                                                                                                      
138 See Guillaumin, supra note 35, at 150 (explaining the necessity of imbalanced rela-
tionships for maintaining and marking race); Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 160 
(“The high degree of residential segregation imposed on blacks ensures their social and 
economic isolation from the rest of American society.”). 
139 Ford, supra note 112, at 138. 
140 Haney López, supra note 41, at 84. 
141 Ford, supra note 112, at 120–126, 130–31. As explained earlier, race is a socially 
constructed category which constantly changes to reflect evolving cultural ideas about 
race, but the phenotypical markers that are often used to classify individuals by race are 
remarkably fluid as well. See Haney López, supra note 41, at 45; Obach, supra note 57, at 
253. 
142 See Ford, supra note 112, at 130. 
143 See Farley, supra note 23, at 1235. Maintaining racial categories and keeping track of 
how to distribute white privilege becomes increasingly difficult in more integrated settings, 
especially those where everyone has attained a high level of education or wealth, two other 
common markers of racial difference. See Barlow, supra note 19, at 41–47. As Haney 
López notes from his personal experiences as someone whose race changed depending on 
his context, race in contemporary American society “is highly contingent, specific to times, 
places and situations. Whiteness, or the state of being White, thus turns on where one is” 
in time, but most particularly, in place. Haney López, supra note 41, at xxi. Cheryl Harris 
offers an illuminating illustration of this reality when she describes her grandmother’s 
physical journey between the races. Cheryl Harris, Whiteness As Property, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 
1707, 1710–11 (1992). Each morning, the woman left her home in a predominantly black 
neighborhood on the south side of Chicago as a black woman and arrived at her job in an 
upper-middle class department store in the central business district as a white woman. See 
id. 
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strict (and artificial) white-over-black hierarchy in the face of the over-
whelming plasticity of phenotypical traits, spatial markers like segrega-
tion are essential to maintain a racialized society.144 As Professor Ford 
writes: 
[T]he line of demarcation, the boundary line, the undrawn 
but universally felt line between neighborhoods, the line be-
tween city and suburb . . . . 
 . . . [T]his line that regulates and performs the spatial 
movement and organization of bodies . . . is a (perhaps the) 
prerequisite for racial differentiation and the deployment of 
race as a (perhaps the) regulatory fiction in late capitalist Amer-
ica.145 
Segregation eliminates the ambiguity that would otherwise surround 
fluid, socially constructed racial categories by constructing distinct, 
physical boundaries.146 Strictly enforcing residential segregation, 
whether through private covenants, government policy, or “facially race-
neutral” public policy147 “is essential to the (re)production of a particular 
racial formation.”148 
 It is not surprising, then, that one of the reasons for the virulent 
white anti-integration backlash was that “[m]any white southerners 
feared . . . that racial equality [as promised by the civil rights laws of the 
1960s] would not only end segregation but also dissolve racial distinc-
                                                                                                                      
144 See Haney López, supra note 41, at 84, 140–41; Farley, supra note 23, at 1235; Ford, 
supra note 112, at 130. An anti-miscegenation case from the middle of the twentieth cen-
tury illustrates the long history of place-based classification by race in American society. See 
Knight v. State, 42 So. 2d 747 (Miss. 1949). Davis Knight, a “white negro” was accused of 
violating anti-miscegenation laws by marrying a white woman. Victoria E. Bynum, “White 
Negroes” in Segregated Mississippi: Miscegenation, Racial Identity, and the Law, 64 J. of S. Hist. 
247, 247 (1998). At his trial, evidence offered by the prosecution to prove the defendant’s 
blackness, in spite of his phenotypical whiteness, included testimony that the defendant’s 
relatives lived in the black neighborhood. See id. at 268. Then, as now, separate racial space 
served not only as a proxy for race, but as an essential framework for maintaining it. See 
Barlow, supra note 19, at 40–41; Ford, supra note 112, at 117, 130. In Knight’s day, as now, 
“race often follows from neighborhoods.” Haney López, supra note 41, at 84. 
145 Ford, supra note 112, at 117. 
146 See id. at 136, 138; see also Haney López, supra note 41, at 84 (“Segregation has in-
creased the stability of racial categories by fixing mutable racial lines in terms of relatively 
immutable geographic boundaries.”). 
147 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1845, 1848–53 (arguing that, in addition to public and 
private action, facially race-neutral public policy can also reinforce segregation “in a society 
with a history of racism”). 
148 Pulido, supra note 22, at 74. 
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tions.”149 Because “space is a resource in the production of white privi-
lege,” the fear of losing racially identified space terrified white south-
erners.150 Such was the case for northern whites as well, whose opposi-
tion to school integration busing illustrated that northerners 
understood the dangers of integration as clearly as their southern 
neighbors.151 This fear resulted in the comprehensive package of racist 
public policies and private actions that ensured that space and race 
would be perpetually linked in American society as a way to police ra-
cial difference. 
2. Spatial and Racial Hierarchy 
 By separating living spaces according to race, federal, state, and 
local governments created and perpetuated a white-over-black spatial 
and racial hierarchy.152 Once in place, this hierarchy became self-
fulfilling, naturalizing the idea of race in American society by creating a 
closed feedback system.153 Racist, legally enforced segregation provided 
the physical separation necessary for the concept of racial power hier-
archies to crystallize in American society.154 However, racist power hier-
archies in the United States no longer require the support of the legal 
system to maintain the same power imbalance.155 De facto residential 
segregation continues unabated today, further legitimizing the hierar-
chies created in the centuries prior to Loving.156 This entrenched seg-
                                                                                                                      
149 Bynum, supra note 144, at 255. 
150 Pulido, supra note 25, at 86. 
151 See generally Ronald P. Formisano, Boston Against Busing: Race, Class, and 
Ethnicity in the 1960s and 1970s (1991). School busing in Boston was fraught with 
racial violence as historically white neighborhoods venomously protested against allowing 
black children into their communities. See id. at 1. Similarly, in Chicago, the threat of inte-
gration represented a threat to the recently acquired whiteness of many of Chicago’s “eth-
nic” residents, making their reaction to racially mixed neighborhoods particularly violent, 
as they fought to protect their whiteness from potentially damaging association with black 
neighbors. See Hirsch, supra note 79, at 195–96. 
152 Farley, supra note 30, at 52. Race is the hierarchical classification of bodies based on 
blackness; indeed, “race is the way that the skin is made to mean hierarchy (white-over-
black).” Farley, supra note 20, at 227 n.9. Thus without segregation, race disappears be-
cause segregation maintains the white-over-black hierarchy that is its foundational ele-
ment. See Farley, supra note 30, at 52. 
153 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1844–45. Richard Thompson Ford explains that even af-
ter overt racist segregation policies have been removed, these racial hierarchies remain 
unchecked in the contemporary United States and continue to reinforce and contribute 
to racial segregation across the country. See id. 
154 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 47–48. 
155 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1844–45. 
156 Id. See generally Loving, 388 U.S. 1. 
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regation is no less racist and no less damaging than the overtly legalized 
segregation that dominated the American landscape until the late 
1960s.157 
 Racial segregation created and reinforced the white-over-black hi-
erarchy by institutionalizing a power imbalance based on spatially de-
fined racial differences.158 By consolidating power and wealth in the 
suburbs and restricting access to suburban life to whites for decades 
through a series of racist housing and credit policies, segregation cen-
tralized economic, social, and political disenfranchisement in inner city 
black neighborhoods.159 The ultimate result is that wealthy whites settle 
in the suburbs, while poor blacks remain confined to poor ghetto 
neighborhoods.160 This economic and spatial segregation translates 
into political disenfranchisement with resultant power imbalances be-
tween those who are welcome in the suburbs and those who are not.161 
 By excluding blacks from the locus of power in contemporary 
American society (the suburbs), racist land-use patterns have preserved 
the racist power imbalances that slavery began.162 Spatial configurations 
predicated on race are not incidental, but integral, to racial power rela-
tions because they create the framework for exclusion from powerful 
                                                                                                                      
157 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1844–45. 
158 See Ford, supra note 112, at 135–39; Kenn, supra note 102, at 89–90. 
159 See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 118; Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 
240–41. 
160 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 242. 
161 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1851, 1874. Racist zoning policies, supported by racist hous-
ing and transportation policies, build an exclusionary conception of space as local and racial-
ized. See id. This local, racialized space works to “exclude ‘outsiders’ [blacks] from the politi-
cal processes of the locality,” unless they are able to conform to the norms of the 
homogenous political jurisdiction. See id. at 1874. Only if they can conform to the homoge-
nous character (generally white and wealthy enough to purchase the type of housing stock 
the jurisdiction has decided to allow) will they be able to join the political entity that is the 
local jurisdiction. See id. In essence, consolidation of white privilege in wealthy and middle 
class suburbs localizes political control. See id. (The political disenfranchisement and “impov-
erished condition of segregated minorities is, at least in part, a function of their very exclu-
sion from the communities that control wealth and employment opportunities.”). 
This local disenfranchisement has broader political and social consequences, explains 
Ford: “[I]t is a matter of political fragmentation and economic stratification along racial 
lines . . . [because] [s]egregated minority communities have been historically impover-
ished and politically powerless. Today’s laws and institutions need not be explicitly racist to 
ensure that this state of affairs continues—they need only to perpetuate historical condi-
tions.” Id. at 1844; see also Kenn, supra note 102, at 97 (noting that the black/white, ur-
ban/suburban dichotomy created as a result “of historical patterns of deliberate segrega-
tion [ensures that blacks] remain the disenfranchised members of society”). 
162 See Ford, supra note 21, at 1844, 1852. 
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spaces, and power itself.163 Indeed, in contemporary American society, 
“[r]esidential segregation is the institutional apparatus that supports 
other racially discriminatory processes and binds them together into a 
coherent and uniquely effective system of racial subordination.”164 
Without segregation, racial hierarchy and race itself would be impossi-
ble to maintain. 
3. Segregation and Racial Stereotyping 
 Blacks in the United States continue to live in neighborhoods that 
are predominantly black and poor, and are culturally defined as ghet-
tos; meanwhile, whites live in neighborhoods that are predominantly 
white, are less poor, and are perceived as desirable places to make one’s 
home.165 More than forty years after legally enforceable segregation 
ended, U.S. metropolitan areas with substantial black populations con-
tinue to be “hypersegregated.”166 
                                                                                                                      
163 See David Delaney, Race, Place, and the Law 1836–1948, at 6–7 (1998) (“[T]he 
spatiality of racism was a central component of the social structure of racial hierarchy . . . .”). 
164 Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 8. 
165 See Dreier et al., supra note 92, at 129. In 2000, blacks were three times more 
likely to live in concentrated poverty than whites. Id. 
166 See Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 74–78. See generally Loving, 388 U.S. 1 (de-
claring laws prohibiting interracial marriage unconstitutional). Loving followed the major 
desegregation cases like Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), but until Loving, 
segregation was still legally enforceable in the personal lives of Americans. See Loving, 388 
U.S. at 2. Hypersegregation refers to neighborhoods with high levels of segregation across 
five factors that describe population distribution. See Wilkes & Iceland, supra note 78, at 23. 
The five factors are: evenness, or “the differential distribution of groups across neighbor-
hoods”; exposure, which “measures the probability of interaction between groups”; con-
centration, which “refers to the amount of physical space occupied by the minority group”; 
centralization, which “indicates the distance to the center of the urban area”; and cluster-
ing, which “indicates the degree to which minorities live in areas that adjoin one another.” 
Id. When taken together, these five factors offer a picture of how black settlement is con-
centrated away from white and non-poor settlements. See id. at 29 (noting that a review of 
data from the 2000 Census shows that across the five segregation factors, “[t]wenty-nine 
metropolitan areas could be classified as having black-white hypersegregation in 2000,” 
including six major cities that were hypersegregated along all five dimensions—Chicago, 
Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee, Newark, and Philadelphia). The list of cities that were hy-
persegregated along four dimensions reads like a list of the most important cities in the 
United States and includes Atlanta, Baltimore, Buffalo-Niagara Falls, Houston, Los Ange-
les, Miami, New Orleans, New York, St. Louis, Washington, D.C., and fourteen other major 
U.S. metropolitan areas. Id. The U.S. Census, however, does report a decline in black-white 
residential segregation in the 2000 Census from data collected in the 1990 and 1980 Cen-
suses, but the declines were registered predominantly in the south and west, leaving rates 
of segregation in older rust-belt and northeastern cities mostly unchanged. See John Ice-
land et al., U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, Racial and Ethnic Residential Segregation in 
the United States: 1980–2000, at 15, 17 (2002). 
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 This hypersegregation perpetuates race in the American con-
sciousness by creating the foundational white-over-black hierarchy that 
makes race possible.167 In addition, segregation continues to maintain 
the social construction of race, by creating a space in which certain be-
haviors and consequences become racialized in the consciousness of 
society.168 The consequences of the spatial hierarchy and unequal dis-
tribution of privilege that accompany segregation are transformed into 
proxies for race—and become an evolving system of marks.169 In turn, 
those marks are used to support the proposition of natural racial cate-
gories.170 
 By isolating blacks socially, economically, and legally, residential 
segregation has allowed race to adapt to changing social, economic, 
and political realities, ensuring that the system of marks with distinct 
racial categories remains culturally relevant and identifiable, even as 
traditional racial characteristics disappear.171 Segregated social and po-
litical barriers generate a continuous feedback loop within racialized 
communities, creating a hypersegregated black urban underclass with 
particular visible marks, in stark definitional opposition to a white sub-
urban middle and upper class.172 
                                                                                                                      
167 See Farley, supra note 23, at 1235. 
168 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 10; Haney López, supra note 41, at 92, 93. 
169 See Farley, supra note 30, at 68; Farley, supra note 20, at 227; Grahn-Farley, supra 
note 57, at 31–32. Anthony Farley builds upon Colette Guillaumin’s writings and explains 
that it is through this system of marks, which “must be written on the body,” that “[t]he will 
of the powerful ones, the would-be owners, becomes, through force and habit and force of 
habit, the system of marks. The powerful group marks itself and marks its others and then 
forces its less powerful others to respect the system of marks, to accept its will.” Farley, su-
pra note 23, at 1231–32. See generally Guillaumin, supra note 35. 
170 Grahn-Farley, supra note 57, at 31 (“The system of marks [the mark of race—
blackness] is born when people start believing that the way they see people being treated is 
the reflection of an internal essential quality rather than the imposition of an external 
social order.”). Maria Grahn-Farley explains how this process of essentialism works to con-
struct a social order that seems natural. See id. Through our system of racial marks, we 
“guarantee[] that the material treatment of a person is also what the person is seen to be.” 
Id. Thus, as the mark of blackness correlates with economic, social, and political isolation 
in urban ghettos, the mind begins to believe that blackness is the mark of an internal and 
innate shortcoming within the marked group, conflating the results of the hierarchical 
system with a set of physical features, or marks, of race. See id. 
171 See Farley, supra note 23, at 1235 (explaining that once the white-over-black hierar-
chy is created, all institutions and cultural, economic, and social training in society is ori-
ented to that hierarchy which allows society to forget that it created the system of marks 
and the white-over-black hierarchy, even as it “bows down” before it). 
172 See Wilson, supra note 90, at 16; see also Guillaumin, supra note 35, at 133 
(“‘[N]atural’ groups only exist by virtue of the fact that they are so interrelated that effec-
tively each of the groups is a function of the other. In short, it is a matter of social relations 
within the same social formation.”); Haney López, supra note 41, at 92 (“[T]he signifi-
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 These new racial identifiers, the products of spatial, economic, so-
cial, and political isolation, are perceived as natural results of racial dif-
ference by white elites.173 Segregation contributes to the economic iso-
lation and “problems of social organization in inner city ghetto 
neighborhoods”174 by concentrating poverty and thus, “male jobless-
ness, teenage motherhood, single parenthood, alcoholism, and drug 
abuse.”175 These social problems are then perceived, by many whites, as 
both naturally linked to blackness and signs of racial inferiority; mere 
“problems of social organization” become a proxy for blackness—a 
euphemism for black dysfunction.176 
 The spatial, social, political, and economic isolation of the urban 
black ghetto has given rise to behaviors and consequences that are 
“rational accommodations to social and economic conditions within 
the ghetto.”177 Despite the conditionality of these behaviors, they are 
considered natural for blacks; “they are not widely accepted or under-
stood outside of [the ghetto], and in fact are negatively evaluated by 
most of American society.”178 
 In contrast to black underclass urban neighborhoods, and the dys-
function that marks them, suburbs are defined as the home of the 
American dream—middle class, safe, and white.179 The system of marks 
created by segregation’s spatial, economic, social, and political hierarchy 
                                                                                                                      
cance of legally mandated segregation . . . lies . . . in the power of segregation to create 
and maintain the poverty and prosperity that society views as the results of innate racial 
character, rather than as predictable consequences of social and specifically legal discrimi-
nation.”). 
173 See Wilson, supra note 90, at 24 (pointing out that blacks experience an acute “de-
gree of segregation, isolation and poverty” which separates them from “resources and 
privileges”). 
174 Id. Although William Julius Wilsons’ work has been criticized by critical race theo-
rists for failing to take sufficiently into account the structural inequalities of centuries of 
racism and racist laws and practices in the United States, his work has played an important 
role in illuminating the economic, social, and cultural isolation of the black urban ghetto. 
See generally Jack Niemonen, Race, Class, and the State in Contemporary Sociology: 
The William Julius Wilson Debates (2002); Stephen Steinberg, Turning Back: The 
Retreat from Racial Justice in American Thought and Policy (2001). 
175 Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 170. 
176 See Lu-in Wang, Race as Proxy: Situational Racism and Self-Fulfilling Stereotypes, 53 
DePaul L. Rev. 1013, 1013–14 (2004). 
177 Massey & Denton, supra note 35, at 165–66. 
178 See id. at 166. 
179 See Kunstler, supra note 42, at 101, 105 (“The Dream, more specifically, was a de-
tached home on a sacred plot of earth in a rural setting, unbesmirched by the industry 
that made the home possible . . . [and] a place that was, most of all, not the city.”). 
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seduces us with pernicious messages in the forms of ghettos 
and suburbs, littered streets and manicured lawns, corner liq-
uor stores and sprawling malls, welfare recipients and white-
collar professionals, school violence and college graduates 
. . . . These contrasting realities follow neighborhood lines—in 
fact, racial boundaries—and thus testify to the ultimate differ-
ence race makes . . . . On these streets, racial differences seem 
fundamental, immutable, real, and self-evident, confirming 
not only the existence of races, but also every negative suspi-
cion about racial characteristics.180 
Because “housing is not just a dwelling and a place to live[,] it is a sym-
bol of personal worth, social status, and security,” a house in the suburbs 
determines whiteness by serving as a both a mark and a key to power 
and privilege.181 This concentrates white privilege in the suburbs even 
further by “perpetuat[ing] educational segregation and imped[ing] ac-
cess to employment opportunities and upward mobility for disadvan-
taged groups. In this way, housing expresses and perpetuates the stratifi-
cation of classes and races that exists within society as a whole.”182 
 The consequences of segregation have been and continue to be 
so powerful that they persist as the unexamined bedrock of our sys-
tem of racial marks, despite the fact that assignment of race based on 
segregation’s consequences ignores the social relationships that bring 
those consequences into existence: 
 The . . . idea of nature introduces an erroneous relation-
ship between the facts . . . . Nature proclaims the permanence 
of the effects of certain social relations on dominated 
groups. . . . A social relationship, here a relationship of domina-
tion, of power, of exploitation, which secretes the idea of na-
ture, is regarded as the product of traits internal to the object 
which endures the relationship, traits which are expressed 
and revealed in specific practices. To speak of a specificity of 
races or of sexes, to speak of a natural specificity of social 
groups is to say in a sophisticated way that a particular ‘nature’ 
                                                                                                                      
180 Haney López, supra note 41, at 93. 
181 Gotham & Wright, supra note 103, at 237 (“[I]n addition to lifestyle and social 
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182 Id. at 238. 
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is directly productive of a social practice and to bypass the social 
relationship that this practice brings into being.183 
Thus, segregation gives legitimacy to the concept and marks of race in 
American society by concentrating black poverty in urban ghettos, while 
concentrating white prosperity in suburban neighborhoods.184 
4. Segregation and the Physical Mark 
 Finally, segregation maintains distinct racial categories by preserv-
ing the phenotypical characteristics (marks) assigned racial meaning by 
preventing members of different racial groups from interacting and, 
therefore, from procreating across established racial boundaries.185 
Segregation, even in the absence of anti-miscegenation laws, prevents 
interracial marriage and interracial childbearing while promoting 
same-race family units.186 If blacks and whites are not permitted to live 
near each other and are not allowed to go to school together, they are 
far less likely to date, marry, and produce children whose physical 
characteristics would challenge the very notion of a natural racial or-
der.187 On a very practical level, segregation reifies race because the 
physical markers, such as skin color and hair color and texture, that are 
used to mark race are artificially preserved.188 
                                                                                                                      
183 Guillaumin, supra note 35, at 143. 
184 See Gibson, supra note 132, at 204 (showing that white poverty is decentralized—
integrated into white middle-class neighborhoods in a way that allows the perpetuation of 
the idea that blacks are poor and urban and that whites are middle class or affluent and 
suburban). Even poor whites live in white neighborhoods and most of the neighborhoods 
where poor whites live are not “poor” neighborhoods. See id. 
185See Haney López, supra note 41, at 82. Like segregation laws, anti-miscegenation 
laws were passed to maintain these visible markers. See id. 
Antimiscegenation laws “purported merely to separate the races. In reality, 
they did much more than this: they acted to prevent intermixture between 
peoples of diverse origins so that morphological differences that code as race 
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Id. 
186 See Reginald Oh, Interracial Marriage in the Shadows of Jim Crow: Racial Segregation as a 
System of Racial and Gender Subordination, 39 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1321, 1341 (2006). 
187 See id.; see also Hirsch, supra note 79, at 196 (noting that many Chicago residents’ 
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[from] the prospect of interracial marriage or sexual assault in transition areas”). 
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Forestalling such intermixture is an exercise in racial domination and subordination. It is 
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C. Mobility, Race, and Power: Federal and Private Transportation Policy 
 Racist federal transportation policy has reified race in American 
society in a number of ways.189 First and foremost, federal transporta-
tion policy contributed to racial segregation in American society 
through decades of spending on an interstate highway system, which 
made private car transportation possible.190 Beginning with legislation 
in 1916 that made state and federal cooperation in highway funding 
possible, a combination of state and federal dollars eventually paid to 
build the extensive interstate highway system that now crisscrosses the 
nation.191 This federal and state financial commitment to passenger 
car travel contrasts sharply with its laissez-faire attitude towards fund-
ing public transport.192 According to the Federal Highway Administra-
tion, the federal subsidy of passenger car travel on the interstate 
highway system had cost more than $119 billion by 1996.193 
 Though the groundwork was laid in 1916, the government’s com-
mitment to subsidizing the automobile reached its zenith during the 
Eisenhower administration.194 The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 
ushered in the era of the interstate highway building, calling for 41,000 
miles of highway between cities and countryside.195 The act created the 
Highway Trust Fund, with specially earmarked tax funds to ensure that 
there would always be money available for highways.196 The federal 
commitment to an interstate highway system was so profound that the 
                                                                                                                      
also, however, an effort to forestall racial blurring.”); Oh, supra note 186, at 1329–30 (“Ra-
cially mixed children threatened white supremacy. A large number of such children would 
destabilize a system of racial apartheid premised on keeping relations between whites and 
blacks separate and distinct.”). 
189 See Kevin Douglas Kuswa, Suburbification, Segregation, and the Consolidation of the 
Highway Machine, 3 J.L. Soc’y 31, 46 (2002); Michael Lewyn, Five Myths About Sprawl, 23 
Harv. BlackLetter L.J. 81, 88–89 (2007) (book review). 
190 See Wilson, supra note 90, at 46. 
191 See Federal Aid Road Act, ch. 241, 39 Stat. 355 (1916); Wilson, supra note 90, at 46. 
192 See Lewyn, supra note 189, at 88 (noting that all levels of government, from the fed-
eral to the local, were committed throughout the twentieth century to promoting private 
transportation over public transportation). The federal government subsidized local gov-
ernment’s dedication to private transportation by paying for ninety percent of the bill for 
the interstate system after the passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956. See Ch. 462, 
70 Stat. 374 (1956). No such bill was ever passed to create a national network of public 
transportation. 
193 Robert L. Reid, Paving America from Coast to Coast, Civ. Eng’g, June 2006, at 37, 40. 
194 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 249–50. 
195 See 70 Stat. 374. 
196 See id.; Edward Weiner, Urban Transportation Planning in the United States: 
An Historical Overview 14–15 (1987). 
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Federal-Aid Highway Act pledged to reimburse states for ninety percent 
of their final construction costs, regardless of the total price.197 
 Government subsidy of the highways was so important that the new 
car-dependent suburbs would not have been possible “without sustained 
public investment in highways” from the Federal-Aid Highway Act and 
the Trust Fund.198 This government spending to facilitate passenger car 
travel between city and suburb helped to make the suburbs economi-
cally feasible housing arrangements for millions of white Americans.199 
The federal interstate highway program became a literal path to subur-
bia for middle-class whites during the post war period; building super-
highways from suburbs directly into urban downtowns facilitated such 
travel with insulated ease.200 In New York, middle class whites 
followed [Robert] Moses’ Cross-Bronx and Bruckner Ex-
pressways to the promise of [the American Dream of home] 
ownership in one of the 15,000 new apartments in Moses’ 
Co-op City. They moved out to the cookie cutter suburbs that 
sprouted along the highways in New Jersey and Queens and 
Long Island.201 
Without wide, smooth roads to transport suburbanites easily between 
the center cities where they worked, the malls where they shopped, 
and the cul-de-sacs where they lived, the growth of the suburbs in 
America simply would not have happened.202 
 Federal and state transportation policy has engaged simultaneously 
in a process of neighborhood destruction in the nation’s mostly black 
urban areas.203 Highway policy matched housing policies throughout 
the twentieth century to create profound black urban isolation.204 In 
addition to funneling middle class whites out to the growing suburbs, 
federal transportation policy asphyxiated black urban neighborhoods by 
                                                                                                                      
197 See Reid, supra note 193, at 40. 
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routing vast super-highways through once vibrant black areas to facili-
tate movement along the suburban-urban pipeline.205 Urban planning 
matriarch Jane Jacobs called these expressway scars “border vac-
uums.”206 
 For decades, government policy was to route highways through less 
valuable neighborhoods in already developed areas, concentrating 
these border vacuums in black neighborhoods and ensuring that they 
bore the brunt of urban highway construction.207 The urban arm of the 
national interstate highway project was focused on demolishing “entire 
swaths of apartment complexes or thousands of individual homes [in] 
densely populated neighborhoods—usually poor neighborhoods in-
habited main[ly] by members of minorities.”208 Chosen because public 
opposition would be easiest to quell among the already disenfranchised 
black and Latino community members that inhabited them, hundreds 
of minority neighborhoods were cleared or bifurcated to make way for 
arteries and overpasses.209 
 As direct result, “[p]reviously stable and sustainable communities 
[have been] ruptured and destroyed by massive highway projects de-
signed to transport more people in automobiles to and from suburbs 
and out of the urban core.”210 The damage done to once vibrant black 
residential and commercial areas has been profound: 
The superhighways not only drained [cities] of their few re-
maining taxpaying residents [by facilitating their migration to 
the newly accessible suburbs], but in many cases the new belt-
ways became physical barriers, “Chinese walls” sealing off the 
disintegrating cities from their dynamic outlands. Those left 
behind inside the wall would develop, in their physical isolation 
from the suburban economy, a pathological ghetto culture.211 
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Referring to a newspaper story about Manhattan, Jacobs explained 
how destructive these border vacuums were to the social, cultural, and 
economic fabric of a once-vibrant neighborhood: 
 The slaying in Cohen’s butcher shop . . . was no isolated in-
cident, but the culmination of a series of burglaries and hold-
ups along the street . . . . Ever since work started on the Cross-
Bronx Expressway across the street some two years ago, a gro-
cer said, trouble has plagued the area . . . . Stores which once 
stayed open to 9 or 10 o’clock are shutting down at 7 p.m. Few 
shoppers dare venture out after dark, so storekeepers feel the 
little business they loose hardly justifies the risk in remaining 
open late . . . .212 
The affect of these policies on black neighborhoods has been acute, 
creating a black urban underclass, cut off economically, socially, and 
culturally from the safety and stability found in white society.213 
 The 1950s construction of the Cross-Bronx Expressway exemplifies 
the damage these policies caused, isolating blackness away from white 
society and facilitating the continued reification of race in American 
society.214 Under the banner of urban renewal rights, highway baron 
Robert Moses condemned entire neighborhoods in the Bronx, demol-
ishing thriving businesses and driving families of color from their 
                                                                                                                      
212 Jacobs, supra note 206, at 260. 
213 See Pulido, supra note 22, at 85. 
214 Dreier et al., supra note 92, at 131. Other examples abound, including the con-
struction of I-10 through the Treme section of New Orleans, a once vital black residential 
and commercial area. See Beverly H. Wright, New Orleans Neighborhoods Under Siege, in Just 
Transportation: Dismantling Race and Class Barriers to Mobility, supra note 25, at 
121, 132–33. Although the highway was originally proposed for the historic French Quar-
ter, white preservationists and residents protested, successfully blocking its construction. 
Id. at 124, 128. No protests from preservationists followed the decision to relocate the 
highway to the historic and historically black Treme district. Id. at 137. After its construc-
tion, which required the removal of businesses and homes, the highway 
became a physical barrier that was unsightly and literally divided in half a 
beautiful neighborhood with strong social networks. In stark contrast to the 
clusters of tall oak trees that lined Claiborne Avenue and provided countless 
hours of pleasure for residents in the cool shade of the trees, there now ap-
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 This once beautiful neighborhood has become host to an array of illicit 
and illegal activities. Drugs and prostitution run rampant in the community. 
Once the home of many businesses and great musicians such as Louis Arm-
strong and Mahalia Jackson, Treme was a very viable financial community. 
With the onslaught of urbanization, Treme lost its economic viability. 
Id. at 134. 
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homes.215 Once built, his highway in the sky cut off the borough from 
the rest of the city, leaving it a gutted shell of the vibrant neighborhood 
it once was.216 
 In addition, the federal government waged a campaign to eradi-
cate non-automobile travel across the United States.217 The private car, 
as a mode of transportation and a piece of the American dream, be-
came possible through the work of a powerful highway lobby and a 
campaign by car companies to replace existing public transportation 
systems with private automobiles and buses.218 In early twentieth cen-
tury America, horses and trolleys were the dominant transportation 
modes, but the increasingly powerful American automobile industry 
saw an opportunity to change transportation modes to its benefit.219 
Beginning in the early 1900s, General Motors, Standard Oil, and Fire-
stone Tire embarked on a campaign to end public trolley and rail 
transportation in the United States.220 The campaign was an economic 
one, designed to create a captive market for the companies’ products 
by ensuring American dependence on cars, gasoline, and tires; it was a 
success.221 
 The three manufacturing giants oversaw the coordinated disman-
tling of more than 100 street car operations in cities across America, 
signaling the end of public rail and trolley transportation as a viable 
alternative to the passenger car in the United States.222 Though the 
participating companies were convicted of engaging in a criminal con-
spiracy to end street car transportation in the United States, the mini-
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mal fine levied against them did nothing to stop the campaign.223 In 
fact, the conspiracy was strengthened by local, state, and federal gov-
ernment action.224 General Motors became the largest contributor to 
the American Road Builders Association, a lobbying organization com-
prised of businesses and trade groups poised to benefit from an in-
crease in passenger car use in the United States.225 The organization’s 
political clout led the federal government to create the interstate high-
way system, causing the passenger car to become the preeminent mode 
of transportation in the United States.226 
 Meanwhile, federal highway policy ensured that suburbs were pre-
served as enclaves of whiteness far removed from the squalor of the 
black urban core by limiting access to personal vehicles.227 The white 
consensus to limit access to the suburbs is best exemplified in the work 
of Robert Moses, whose work at the Tunnel Authority in New York City 
made him one of the most influential figures in twentieth-century 
American history.228 Though based in New York, his massive highway 
projects were replicated throughout the country, profoundly impacting 
the creation and segregation of the suburbs.229 In refusing to allow in-
frastructure for public transportation along his gateway to the Long 
Island suburbs, the Long Island Expressway, Moses both embodied and 
enabled the post-war suburban vision of segregated metropolitan ar-
eas.230 His vision was made possible in New York and across the country 
by unlimited federal funding for highway construction.231 
 As federal transportation policy poured money into highway and 
personal car travel, it limited funding for public transport, ensuring 
that public transport would not be available to facilitate access from 
urban areas to the newly built suburbs.232 Federal, state, and local trans-
portation engineers and policy makers have long “been in an open 
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conspiracy to dismantle all the varied forms of transportation necessary 
to a good system, and have reduced our facilities to the private motor 
car.”233 This overt dismantling of the public transportation system, in 
concert with the massive funding of the private transportation systems, 
has meant that those who can afford to maintain private cars can make 
the move to the suburbs, while those who cannot are locked in the cit-
ies.234 U.S. transportation policy’s role in entrenching segregation in 
American society emerged 
[t]hrough a steady stream of seemingly innocuous funding 
and operational decisions . . . [which] effectively restricted the 
mobility of poor African-Americans and other disfavored mi-
norities who do not own cars. Meanwhile, those same officials 
and citizens have simultaneously lavished public funds on 
transportation accommodations favored by the car-owning 
majority, who have used the new and improved roads, streets 
and highways in effect to live free from close contact with 
poor African-Americans and others similarly situated.235 
By limiting access to the suburbs to personal vehicular travel, Moses 
and other federal transportation power brokers guaranteed that the 
suburbs would remain bastions of white privilege, insulated from the 
black urban core by their private cars.236 
 The legacy of anti-public transportation policies continues today.237 
Public transportation continues to be under-funded in all areas of the 
country, meaning that those without cars are relegated to inconvenient, 
often dirty, and generally unreliable transportation.238 Though public 
transportation is insufficiently funded and substandard in general, the 
U.S. bus systems, which generally serve lower income populations of 
color, are particularly poorly run and under-funded.239 In many urban 
areas, blacks make up the vast majority of the riders on these inadequate 
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bus systems, mandating that they disproportionately bear the brunt of 
these seemingly innocuous transportation funding decisions.240 
D. Transportation Policy and the Reification of Race 
 There are three distinct avenues through which racist transporta-
tion policies have preserved and naturalized race in the United States. 
First, transportation in the United States is divided into a two class sys-
tem—the car-owners over the non-car-owners, replicating the white-
over-black hierarchy and marking the “haves and have nots.”241 Second, 
access to the spaces where power and wealth are accumulated in 
American society is limited by the precondition of personal car owner-
ship.242 This limited access protects white privilege from incursions by 
car-less blacks, insulating whiteness from the dangers of blackness, and 
reestablishing privilege as marked by exclusivity—the absence of 
blacks.243 Third, transportation policy has created highway border vac-
uums, which reinforce the economic, political, and social isolation that 
underlies the construction of blackness by physically cutting off black 
neighborhoods from the rest of society through highway siting deci-
sions.244 Like the slaves relegated to slave quarters on plantations, the 
resulting urban underclass is kept separate from and foreign to the 
white privilege of the suburbs.245 The consequence of this economic, 
social, and political isolation has become the basis of “natural” racial 
difference in American society.246 
1. The Hierarchy of Transportation 
 In our two-tiered transportation system, the first-class citizens are 
people who own their own cars or who have access to private automo-
bile transportation; the second-class citizens are people who do not 
own their own cars.247 By and large, people who do not own their 
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means of transportation in the United States are poor, black, and fe-
male;248 in contrast, those who do own a car are more likely to be mid-
dle-class or wealthy, white, and male.249 Membership in the first class 
provides a broad range of benefits and is a requisite for full economic, 
social, and political citizenship in this country.250 Membership in the 
second class dooms members to a life of riding unreliable public trans-
portation, limiting their economic, political, and social mobility.251 This 
dichotomy’s power lies in its equation of car ownership with whiteness, 
mobility, and success.252 Because “[r]ace is the mark of dispossession,” 
carlessness leads to joblessness and limited mobility—synonymous with 
blackness.253 
 In contrast, car ownership in American society is equated with 
wealth, success, and power—the characteristics that are used to define 
whiteness.254 Car ownership is a fundamental element of the American 
dream, an indication of status and of one’s place within the racial and 
economic hierarchy.255 It is culturally understood in America that 
“[t]he wealthier a household is, the more vehicles it owns.”256 Automo-
bile ownership is so closely tied to success that to be carless in many 
parts of the country is to be without an identity, to be invisible.257 
 Across economic classes, whites are more likely to own cars and 
therefore gain membership into the powerful and wealthy car owning 
class than blacks.258 In urban areas, thirty percent of black families do 
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255 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 34. 
256 Dittmar, supra note 254, at 109. 
257 See, e.g., Hutchinson, supra note 219, at 117 (describing carlessness in Los Angeles). 
258 See Bullard et al., supra note 240, at 69. A greater number of middle to upper in-
come households own cars than poor households, and a greater number of white house-
holds own cars than black households. See Commuting in America, supra note 249, at xxi. 
One can surmise that a greater number of poor whites than poor blacks own cars. See id. 
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not own cars, while only six percent of white households do not.259 This 
carlessness is dispossession.260 
 As car ownership has become a requisite for achieving the Ameri-
can dream, our economic and social system has been designed to func-
tion most efficiently for the benefit of the car owning (white) major-
ity.261 Car owners have access to the best jobs, many of which are located 
in the car-dependent suburbs.262 Car owners are granted unfettered 
agency and privacy in their transportation choices because they are not 
dependent on public transportation to carry them to and from their 
chosen destinations.263 This mobility and agency translates into in-
creased earning power and integration into the economy and society.264 
 As the suburbs became synonymous with personal automobile 
transportation, inner cities became enclaves of carlessness, where “for 
millions of inner city residents, public transportation is the only means 
of getting around.”265 Excluded from the whiteness of car-ownership, 
riders of public transportation are disproportionately persons of 
color.266 Thus, ridership on public transportation has become a racial-
ized and stigmatized exercise, reproducing the white-over-black hierar-
chy through transportation modes.267 Because it has been made black, 
public transportation—in particular, the bus—has become “a largely 
                                                                                                                      
259 Cars, Women & Minorities, supra note 248, at 10. 
260 See id. 
261 See Holmes, supra note 25, at 22. 
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263 See Lewyn, supra note 189, at 84–85. 
264 See Robert D. Bullard, Epilogue, in Just Transportation: Dismantling Race and 
Class Barriers to Mobility, supra note 25, at 173, 173. 
265 Bullard, supra note 252, at 4. 
266 Mann, supra note 247, at 68. 
267 See Bullard, supra note 252, at 8; Hutchinson, supra note 219, at 117. 
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reviled figure within the American cultural imagination.”268 In contem-
porary American society, not only is “auto ownership . . . associated with 
wealth, [and] style . . . [but] transit use, rail, biking, and walking are 
seen as . . . dangerous and degrading activities.”269 
 Beyond degrading, ridership on public transit closes the door to 
full participation by limiting the mobility and agency of carless blacks 
who depend on unreliable and inconvenient buses.270 The “bus system 
effectively enforces the racial . . . hierarchies that underlie suburban 
‘manifest destiny.’”271 Thus, public bus ridership has both created and 
perpetuated a white-over-black racial hierarchy based on a self-
reinforcing cycle: blacks live in the inner city; they can’t afford cars be-
cause they don’t have good jobs; they don’t have good jobs because they 
are economically and physically isolated from good suburban jobs.272 
Because inner city blacks cannot get to good suburban jobs so that they 
can afford a car and become fully integrated into American social and 
economic society, they remain stuck in the ghetto, unemployed, under-
educated, and increasingly isolated economically and culturally.273 
“Thus, the bus system—conveyance of the raced body, the transient, the 
low-income, the immigrant—has metamorphosed . . . into an emblem 
of the postapocalyptic vision of Third World dystopia.”274 
                                                                                                                      
268 See Hutchinson, supra note 219, at 117. 
269 Dittmar, supra note 254, at 109 (emphasis added). 
270 See Holmes, supra note 25, at 25–26. There are no buses to get out to the good sub-
urban jobs from their neighborhoods, or if there are buses, they are sporadic, unreliable, 
and incredibly time-consuming to use. See Oedel, supra note 217, at 99–100. For example, 
in Macon, Georgia, 
[i]t is well known . . . that poor people without cars, most of whom are Afri-
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environment of Bibb County and Macon . . . . [T]he Transit Authority pro-
vides very limited services that make it effectively impossible for thousands of 
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integrate commercially in the community. 
Id. 
271 Hutchinson, supra note 219, at 117. Suburban manifest destiny is as “destined” as is 
the United States’s domination of the North American continent; both are the product of 
the series of policies rather than any sort of natural destiny or order. 
272 See Barlow, supra note 19, at 41; Wilson, supra note 90, at 38–42; Kenn, supra note 
102, at 86. 
273 See Hutchinson, supra note 219, at 113–14 (describing how “black residents [were] 
tethered to public transportation” in south central Los Angeles during World War II). 
274 Id. at 117. 
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2. The Transportation Hierarchy’s Role in Racing American Society 
 Racing bus ridership has dire consequences for blacks living in 
urban neighborhoods; “many young African-Americans faced with 
substantial transportation obstacles in addition to the normal difficul-
ties associated with beginning work become discouraged about their 
chances to make it in a traditional occupation. The consequences in 
some cases—crime, drug abuse, sexually transmitted disease, and 
teenage pregnancy—are disastrous.”275 Additionally, the conse-
quences fuel the persistent cultural construction of the naturalness of 
race by creating new marks of racial inferiority; in the public con-
sciousness, blackness becomes associated with, and then defined by, 
this economically isolated ghetto culture.276 
 The transportation hierarchy polices access to enclaves of power 
and privilege by limiting entry to those with private vehicles.277 White-
ness itself may be considered property, in that one of the essential 
property rights is the right to exclude—to exclude blacks from the 
privilege of whiteness.278 Indeed, the suburbs were popular not just be-
cause they offered mobile whites their very own quarter-acre of the 
American dream, but because their auto-dependency ensured that ac-
cess would also be limited.279 Restricted access was key because the crea-
tion and maintenance of homogenous white neighborhoods increased 
                                                                                                                      
275 Oedel, supra note 217, at 103. 
276 See Grahn-Farley, supra note 57, at 33 (“The system of marks blinds [one] from see-
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277 See Kuswa, supra note 189, at 44. 
278 See Harris, supra note 143, at 1737. 
279 See Hutchinson, supra note 219, at 116–17. Sikivu Hutchinson discusses a 1917 ad-
vertisement for maintaining segregation in jitney transportation in Los Angeles. Id. at 116. 
The advertisement invoked white fear of having pure white women exposed to overly 
sexualized black men. See id. Hutchinson explains that 
the jitney ad underscored how public space was racialized. By using the white 
female body as its “selling point” the ad traded on the historic connection be-
tween white femininity and the maintenance of white racial purity. White 
femininity—and whiteness by extension—was produced and validated 
through this hierarchy of special relationships . . . . Exploiting the white pas-
senger’s sense of entitlement, the jitney ad vividly deployed the language of 
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American national identity. It was within this climate that the automobile 
overtook Southern California. 
Id. at 116–17. Indeed, the advertisement underscores the extent to which separately racial-
ized space is essential to maintaining and reifying race in society and explains why limiting 
access to suburban settlements was so important to their white residents. See id. 
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and protected white privilege.280 The privatization of travel allowed 
residential segregation to become institutionally entrenched in Ameri-
can culture to an unprecedented extent by excluding undesirable ele-
ments from desirable spaces.281 
 What is most significant about residential settlement patterns in 
the United States “is not that some whites refused to live among non-
whites, but the extent to which social status and a desired quality of life 
are predicated on homogenous whiteness.”282 For example, in the 
1960s some suburban communities outside of Atlanta “resisted MARTA 
[Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority] for fear it would bring 
blacks and the poor from the city to [the] outlying suburbs,” under-
mining the whiteness and privilege of their suburban communities.283 
Limiting private transportation by race means that “[i]n transit, behind 
the wheel, alongside the center divider, the racial boundaries of city-
hood could be preserved.”284 Even more importantly, however, racial 
boundaries could be preserved by limiting access to white suburban 
enclaves through private transportation.285 
 Finally, the transportation hierarchy compounds the economic, 
social, and political isolation of the ghetto.286 As vibrant black 
neighborhoods were demolished by whites who considered them less 
valuable than highway construction, the neighborhoods became so-
cially isolated, plagued by gangs, arson, and crime.287 Congressman 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan famously used these consequences of racist 
                                                                                                                      
280 Holmes, supra note 25, at 24. The shift from the dominance of urban residential 
patterns to suburban ones, “driven by newfound American affluence, federal highway sub-
sidies and corporate interests, and influenced by social attitudes, including racism . . . so-
lidified the personal motor vehicle as the dominant transport mode” for affluent and mid-
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281 See Jackson, supra note 24, at 241–42. 
282 Pulido, supra note 22, at 86. 
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tion: Dismantling Race and Class Barriers to Mobility, supra note25, at 7, 15. 
284 Hutchinson, supra note 219, at 118. 
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287 See Chang, supra note 126, at 13–14; Jacobs, supra note 206, at 260; Reid, supra 
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cash in on insurance. See Chang, supra note 126, at 13–14. This urban mess became a sym-
bol of blackness in American society and evidence of the naturalness of race. See Grahn-
Farley, supra note 57, at 33. 
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transportation policies to justify the abandonment of black inner cities 
in a note to President Richard Nixon, suggesting that it was time to en-
act a policy of “benign neglect” toward the nation’s black inner cities.288 
The Congressman’s suggestion underscores the way in which the con-
sequences of racist transportation policies that sited highways in black 
urban areas were used to prove the naturalness of race and to justify 
continued racism at all levels of government. The economic and social 
devastation that inevitably followed in the wake of federal, state, and 
local highway siting policies thus contributed to the reification of race 
in American society by coloring and shaping the idea of a particular 
subordinate black identity in diametric opposition to a superior subur-
ban white identity. 
IV. How These Policies and Actions Have Caused and Continue 
to Cause Global Warming 
 The racialization of space and mobility has been a significant 
cause of global climate change because it requires vast amounts of 
fossil fuels while devouring inordinate amounts of land.289 This sec-
tion explains how the systems and hierarchies that polarized land use 
and transportation along racial lines in the United States have been a 
significant cause of global climate change. 
A. The Causes of Global Warming 
 Climate change is a result of a concentration of greenhouse gases 
in the earth’s atmosphere.290 The concentration of greenhouse gases in 
the earth’s atmosphere has risen significantly since industrialization in 
the 1800s, but has spiked precipitously in the decades after World War 
II, a rise that tracks the increasing suburbanization of the United 
States.291 Despite rhetoric from political leaders about the unchecked 
CO2 emissions of developing nations, the United States remains the 
most significant producer of greenhouse gases in the world, responsible 
for nearly a quarter of the world’s total emissions.292 It is significant 
                                                                                                                      
288 See Chang, supra note 126, at 14. 
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then that the increasing concentration of CO2 in the earth’s atmos-
phere correlates temporally with the rise of suburbanization and per-
sonal transportation in the United States.293 Suburban land use, and 
the racist policies that created and support such land use, have led to a 
spike in the United States’s CO2 emissions.294 Large, inefficient, single-
family homes on large lots, located far from commercial centers, acces-
sible only by personal vehicles, consume energy and land in correlation 
with the three most significant sources of greenhouse gases in the at-
mosphere: electricity production, transportation, and deforestation.295 
B. Land Use and Climate Change 
 The suburbanization of whiteness has created endless acres of 
suburbs in the United States.296 Between 1982 and 2003, the growth in 
developed land in the United States far outpaced population growth, 
increasing by nearly half, as more and more of the population moved 
out to the suburbs.297 In 1982, 72.9 million acres of the land in the 
United States were developed; twenty-one years later, by 2003, 108.1 
million acres had been developed.298 This new development transforms 
fields, farms, and forest into inefficient housing, featuring large foot-
prints on large lots.299 As whites have had to move farther and farther 
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from cities and inner-ring suburbs to preserve their privilege, the lots 
on which they have built their new homes have grown in size, eating up 
more land that was once forest or grassland.300 This increased distance 
from basic needs and larger home sizes require increasing amounts of 
fossil fuels for transportation and for heating, cooling, and power.301 
 Large, detached homes that define suburban living use much 
more energy than urban dwellings for several reasons.302 Because 
newer suburban homes are much larger than the homes in the urban 
core and older first-ring suburbs, they demand much more energy to 
heat and cool than more compact homes.303 Though they may take ad-
vantage of more efficient technologies, they are much less energy effi-
cient than the townhouses or apartments that make up the bulk of ur-
ban housing stock because they cannot take advantage of the efficiency 
of shared heating and cooling systems that reduce overall energy con-
sumption.304 Moreover, the disastrous consequences of these inefficien-
cies are compounded by heating homes with fossil fuels such as oil or 
gas, the extraction of which releases CO2 into the atmosphere.305 Addi-
tionally, cooling large homes (many of which are located in the south 
where cooling systems are run year–round) is equally damaging to the 
CO2 levels in the earth’s atmosphere because of the vast amounts of 
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electricity these large homes use to run air conditioners and other cool-
ing apparatuses.306 
 Moreover, large, detached suburban homes consume much more 
energy in the form of electricity per dwelling than do urban homes.307 
Each suburban home has more electricity–consuming features than a 
typical urban home: more lights and more appliances.308 Consuming 
increased amounts of electricity, these extra appliances demand in-
creased electricity production.309 Because “[t]he largest single source 
of carbon emissions in the United States is electricity production,” 
these large homes have caused the release of hundreds of millions of 
tons of CO2 into the earth’s atmosphere.310 
 The increased energy consumption of each individual suburban 
house is again compounded by the increased energy that low-density 
developments demand for public services.311 Sprawling neighborhoods 
require more street lighting than dense, urban neighborhoods because 
they cover more ground with fewer efficiencies.312 These added street 
lights put more pressure on power grids, increasing demand for electric-
ity and requiring the generation of more power—a significant source of 
greenhouse gas emissions.313 Additionally, suburban neighborhoods re-
quire more energy from fossil fuels to pump water and waste over larger 
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distances; they are unable to take advantage of infrastructure efficien-
cies in the way that more densely developed, urban neighborhoods 
do.314 
 The lower-density development of suburban communities re-
quires more miles of asphalt roads to be built and maintained.315 Be-
cause a primary element of asphalt is oil, the construction and repav-
ing of extensive suburban roadways contribute to increased levels of 
atmospheric CO2.316 
 The significantly larger carbon footprint of these suburban homes 
actually begins before residents move in; the suburban construction 
boom has contributed to and continues to affect global warming as fos-
sil fuels are burned during the construction of acre after acre of new 
homes.317 The dump trucks, bulldozers, and other heavy machinery 
that make building a new home possible guzzle vast amounts of gaso-
line and spew CO2 into the earth’s atmosphere as they run.318 The 
damage done by machines on the construction sites of the hundreds of 
thousands of suburban homes built since World War II is compounded 
further by the energy consumed to transport the building materials 
from their place of production to sprawling housing sites.319 
 Furthermore, the materials commonly used to build larger subur-
ban houses are yet another source of increased greenhouse gas emis-
sions.320 Most suburban homes have been constructed from wood, little 
of it sustainably harvested, contributing to deforestation, which is a sig-
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nificant source of global warming.321 Deforestation and unsustainable 
harvesting undermine the earth’s ability to sequester CO2 and keep it 
from entering the earth’s atmosphere.322 Though different forests offer 
varying degrees of carbon sequestration, or “sink” properties, forests 
are net carbon sinks, meaning they draw CO2 out of the atmosphere as 
part of the photosynthesis process and trap it inside living trees where it 
cannot contribute to climate change.323 As trees are cut down for lum-
ber, the earth loses a precious source of carbon sequestration.324 The 
degradation and loss of forested land effectively eliminates that land’s 
ability to act as a sink to absorb new carbon emissions, undermining 
the earth’s ability to regulate CO2 levels in its atmosphere.325 The proc-
ess of clearing land to make way for development causes forests to be-
come sources of CO2 as the trees are unsustainably cleared or thinned 
and the carbon they had previously stored is released into the atmos-
phere.326 Not only has suburban development caused a spike in the 
production of greenhouse gases, its land use patterns have reversed the 
planet’s natural ability to store and regulate the amount of CO2 in the 
atmosphere.327 
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325 See Salwasser, supra note 323, at 2. 
326 See McKibben, supra note 7, at 33; Salwasser, supra note 341, at 2. The reduced abil-
ity to sequester CO2 that results from the clearing of land for suburban development con-
tributes to global warming by making the earth far less able to regulate greenhouse gases 
in its atmosphere and causing more CO2 to be released into the air. See Marland et al., 
supra note 324, at 150. 
327 See Terry Devitt, Like Greenhouse Gases, Landscape Changes May Alter Climate, U. Wis.-
Madison News, Dec. 8, 1998, http://www.news.wisc.edu/569 (reviewing the work of climate 
scientist Jonathan Foley). 
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 As the suburbs have come to symbolize whiteness, the status that 
they confer on residents has caused them to become home to more of 
the country’s population than any other type of development.328 Since 
sprawl is by definition low-density, increasing suburban populations 
have converted millions of acres of land from forest and grassland to 
CO2 producing uses.329 
C. Transportation and Climate Change 
 Increased auto dependency further adds to the suburbs’ effect on 
the climate by necessitating increased vehicular travel and fossil fuel 
consumption.330 The federal subsidy of the suburbs and the passenger 
car has turned the suburbs into vast auto-dependant cul-de-sacs.331 Be-
cause the suburbs are built to be navigated by individual vehicles, 
rather than public transit, the only reasonable means of getting around 
for the bulk of the country’s population is private passenger cars.332 
The particular zoning of the suburbs requires that residents drive be-
tween home and school, between home and work, and between any-
where and the grocery store.333 Auto-dependent development and the 
transportation hierarchy have increased car ownership in the United 
States, making it essential for every member of suburban households to 
have access to a car or risk complete isolation, both economic and so-
cial.334 
 As the American population has become increasingly suburban, 
the number of trips taken by the average American in a private auto-
mobile has risen.335 As a result of the increased need to travel by car for 
simple daily tasks, residents in low-density suburbs drive twenty to thirty 
percent more than residents living in neighborhoods with double the 
                                                                                                                      
328 See U.S. Census Bureau, supra note 299, at 28 (noting that forty-six percent of the 
nation’s housing units were located in the suburbs in 1999). 
329 See Reid Ewing et al., Growing Cooler: The Evidence on Urban Development 
and Climate Change 3 (2008). 
330 See Sierra Club, supra note 303, at 1; see also Ewing et al., supra note 329, at 2. 
331 See Kunstler, supra note 42, at 104–05. 
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farther apart things spread, the more cars [are] needed to link up the separate things . . . .”). 
333 See Dittmar, supra note 254, at 110. 
334 See Mumford, supra note 218, at 506. 
335 See Cars, Women & Minorities, supra note 248, at 12; see also Sierra Club, supra 
note 303, at 1 (noting that sprawl accounts for almost seventy percent of the recent in-
crease in driving). 
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density.336 This increase in driving means that suburban residents’ 
travel patterns alone cause them to consume twenty to thirty percent 
more fossil fuels, and emit twenty to thirty percent more greenhouse 
gases than their non-suburban counterparts.337 
 To accommodate this increase in per capita automobile trips, car 
ownership has increased in the past few decades in the United States.338 
Though “the average household stayed roughly the same size from 
1983 to 1990, as measured by the Nationwide Personal Transportation 
Survey . . . its auto travel grew by about 12,000 miles per year,” due in 
large part to changes to suburban settlement patterns countrywide.339 
All of this driving contributes significantly to global climate change be-
cause cars burning gasoline emit millions of tons of CO2 into the at-
mosphere, causing greenhouse gases to build up in the atmosphere.340 
Personal automobile trips are one of the most significant causes of CO2 
emission: fossil fuel emissions from car travel represent almost twenty-
five percent of annual CO2 emissions in the United States.341 Consider-
ing that the average suburban household consumes 415 more gallons 
of gasoline per year than a household in a denser development and 
emits five metric tons more carbon per year than its more densely de-
veloped counterpart would, there can be no question regarding the 
environmental impact of the United States’s pro-suburban, white-over-
black policies.342 The marked increase in personal automobile trips and 
car ownership in America is a direct result of suburbanization and the 
creation of the racialized transportation hierarchy.343 
Conclusion 
 People resist change, especially if it undermines their status. It is 
even more difficult, though, when what must be changed are the sys-
                                                                                                                      
336 Mary Jean Bürer et al., Location Efficiency as the Missing Piece of the En-
ergy Puzzle: How Smart Growth Can Unlock Trillion Dollar Consumer Cost 
Savings 2 (2004). 
337 See id. 
338 See Gonzalez, supra note 12, at 350. 
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tems that have been used to define and preserve cultural power hierar-
chies. But this change must happen to address the global climate crisis 
effectively. Though it will not be easy, an effective response to global 
warming will require a reversal of decades of racist housing, land-use, 
and transportation policies that have been used to reify race in Ameri-
can society. Combating global warming will not be successful until we 
take into account the investment that white elites have in the current 
unsustainable system. We must respond to these deeply entrenched sys-
temic barriers by crafting a solution that overcomes the structural and 
institutional blocks resisting any meaningful responses to the climate 
crisis. 
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